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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SCIENCE SERVICE 

FOREST BIOLOGY DIVISION 

783617 

OTTAWA, CANADA 

February 9, 1959 

MEMORANDUM TO 8 

Br. A. L. Pritehftrd 

Dr. 4* L» Kask , 

Mr. H« W. Bsallt/ 

As a follow^up to the information on spraying operations mads 

available at the Meeting of the Committee on Sepfeeafcer 26, 1968, (see 
Hear at on* s report of masting dated October 9, 1958) I wish to report 
a recent development in British Colombia that should be drawn to the 
attention of the Committee. As a result of continued collaboration 

between our Victoria Laboratory and the B*C. Loggers* Association, 
arrangemanta haw been maSe for experimental aerial spray operations 
against the ambrosia beetles on tiaribor leasea of MaoMillan and 

Bloedel Ltd* and Crown ^allerbaoh Ltd., as follows* 

and Blosdolt 

Two logging settings have boon prepared in the Nortlv-

wst Bay Logging Mvlsioa of this company and on© of those, 
about 18 aores in slsso. is to b© sprayed. A ea»ll wateroourse 
passes within several hundred f«et of ««* «ipayteoatal setting, 

ths wateroours© being about lj to 2 miles east of the south 

fork of Englishman1a River• 

Crown 

Two settings ha\e been prepared la the Hanaimo Lakes 
Logging Bivision. Th© IS-aor© setting to b« sprayed Is 
within a few hundred feet fif Wolf Creek, vMeh flows lafe* 
the KbbaIbo tlwr aboafe 1 »i!* downstream from the first 

Latea. 



Homo, tot Brs. Pritohard and Kask« Hsssrs. Beall and Hair 

Ottawa* 

9. 1959 

The spray formulation, to be used is BHC in fuel oil 

at a dosage of about 10 Imperial gallons per aero* distributed 
from a hello opt or operating at a height of about SO feet and 
speed of 80 m.p.h. Xt is believed that with this method of 
application, eontaainatien oan be hold to & minimum* Nevertheless, 
Fisheries staff in British Columbia haw been inf©need of the 
proposals and I understand that they are to isapeot the 
experimental settings throu#» Mr. S« A. Rlohmond on behalf 
of the B.C. Loggers* Association* 

I believe these wry amall-aoale experiments are unlikely to 

oauae any interferenoe with fish populations but, bo doubt* Br# Pritohard 
and Dr. Kask will reeeiw infonsatioa direotly from their staff in B*C« 
If, ae reeult of suoh informtion, there are any suggestiona for 
additional preoautiona to be taken in t*». eourse of tfoe experiB»nts» 

please let s» know. 

S« L. Prebble, 

Direoter* 
Forest Biology Division. 
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1. Provide DDT insecticide 12^ formulation for dilution 
for the series, 

2* Provide mixing and storing facilities* 

3* Make arrangements for aircraft service to be paid 
for by Forest kiology. 

Chemical Control Section, Forest Biology Division will accept the 

responsibility for: 

1, Personnel for laying out plots, preparing insecticide, 
checking spruce budworm populations and the general 

conduct of the operation. 

2, Providing whatever limited necessary help to Fisheries 
Research Board in the field. 

3, Materials for sampling and spray chemicals. 

Fisheries Research Board: 

Make arrangements for the studies of aquatic fauna. 

Associated Studies; 

1. Continuation of laboratory toxicity tests against 
spruce budworm larvae using DDT and introducing 

Malathion. Chemical Control Section, Forest Biology 
Division. 

2. Measurement of the insecticide concentration in the 
streams after spraying. Chemical Control Section, 
Forest Biology Division. 

3. Tolerance tests for young salmon using DDT and 
Malathion - Fisheries Research Board, Nanaimo, B.C. 

The Proposed Spray Area: 

The spruce budworm population in New Brunswick is 
rapidly decreasing. The areas which promise dense populations in 
1959 are scarce and the choice of site for the 1959 project is 
thereby limited. A survey of overwintering larval populations by 
personnel of the Forest Biology Laboratory, Fredericton, revealed 
2 areas which may be suitable. The areas are situated just north 
of the Saint John River, one about 10 miles west- the other about 
15 miles east of Fredericton. The western area is considered to 
be the most suitable. Arrangements are being made to examine these 
areas within a few days. The St. Andrews Fisheries Research Staff 
will be notified of the inspection tour and will probably wish to 
join the Forest Biology Staff for the inspection. 

J.J. Fettes, 

Chemical Control Section, 
April 10, 1959. Forest Biology Division. 



Forest Spraying and the Hazards to Aquatic Fauna « 
A co-operative project with the Fisheries Research 

Board of Canada 

Report to The Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying 

April 10, 1959. 

The views expressed at the September 26, 1958, meeting 
of the Committee have not changed materially with a more critical 

examination of the data obtained in the spray trials of 1958. The 

comparisons of DDT, DDD, Korlan and Sevin indicate that DDT is clearly 

the superior insecticide in its effectiveness against spruce budworm 

larvae. The other insecticides were ineffective enough to be eliminated 

from further consideration for field trials. The lowest dose of DDT 

used (J4 lb. in 1 gallon formulation per acre) proved adequately 
effective against spruce budworm larvae while producing no observable 
adverse effects on aquatic fauna. 

Proposed Trials - 1959. 

The results of the 1958 Trials suggested the need of 

further tests with lower insecticide concentrations and volumes to 
determine more precisely the minimum effective dose of DDT. In 

addition, it is proposed to introduce Malathion into the spray 

series. Malathion is a proven excellent insecticide which is not 
as persistent as DDT. It hydrolyses quite rapidly in water in the 

alkaline and higher acid ranges, but is relatively stable at pH 

values between 5.0 and 7.0. The streams treated in New Brunswick 

in 1958 ranged in pH from 7.4 to 7.0 suggesting that the period of 

the persistence of Malathion would be relatively short (several 
days). The advantage over long-term persistence of DDT is clear. 
Tests with Malathion in 1953 were not promising but several condi 

tions of the tests were not advantageous. Larval development was 

much advanced and the weather conditions were not conducive to 
efficient spray deposition. 

Proposed Series of Tests - 1959. 

1. DDT - Va lb. in 1 gallon per acre. 
2. DDT - Va lb. in ^ gallon per acre. 
3. DDT - 1/8 lb. in 1 gallon per acre. 
4. DDT - V2 lb, in % gallon per acre. 

5. N&UATHION - J4 lb. in 1 gallon per acre. 
6. MALATHION - 1/8 lb. in 1 gallon per acre. 
7. 2 CHECK PLOTS. 

The decision to initiate the 1959 series was attendant 
upon (a) Evidence of a suitable area of high spruce budworm popula 
tion, (b) Authorization to proceed. 
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The treatment is to follow the same format as in 1958. 
The program is about the same size and requires about the same per 
sonnel and finance* Of equal importance as the control of the spruce 
budworm is the measurement of the effects of the treatment on aquatic 
fauna. Aquatic faunal measurements similar to those made in 1958 
are needed: 

1. Measurement of the effects on caged young salmon. 
2. Measurement of the effects on aquatic insect 

populations. 

3. Observations on other aquatic fauna. 

The Plot Requirements Are; 

1. 6 plots infested by spruce budworm and covering a 
portion of headwaters of a stream. All of the water 
sources feeding the study stream must be included in 
the spray area. 

2. Check areas must be remote enough to be free from 
contamination. Aquatic checks need not be closely 
associated with the insect checks, 

3. The areas must be a workable distance from an air 
strip (25 miles or less). 

Personnel; 

Forest. Biology! 

1 or 2 officers. 
10 assistants. 

Fisheries Research Board; 

To be determined, 

x j. ■,/ m\ninmm number of study points for aquatic faunal 
studies would probably be in the areas to be sprayed in Tests 1 
3 and 5, as designated above, plus checks. Aquatic study points 
for all spray plots would be better. 

Responsibilities and Co-operation; 

Forest Protection Limited; It is expected that 
Forest Protection Limited will be operating on a small scale in 
population surveys as a follow-up to the New Brunswick larqe-scale 
spray program. Tentatively, Forest Protection Limited has aqreed 
to • 3 

• • ♦ . o 



NOTES ON A MEETING OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL 
COMMITTEE ON FOREST SPRAYING OPERATIONS 
HELD IN THE OFFICE OF DR. A.L. PRITCHARD 
Department of Fisheries at 2:00 p.m. -

on April 10, 1959, 

IN ATTENDANCE: 

Dr. M# L. Prebble 
Dr. J. J. Fettes 

Dr. J. L. Kask 

Mr. W. W. Mair 
Mr. H. W. Beall 

Dr. A. L. Pritchard 
Mr. W. R. Hourston 

- Forest Biology Division -
Department of Agriculture. 

- Fisheries Research Board. 

- Department of Northern Affairs 
and National Resources, 

- Department of Fisheries, 
o u u 

(t 

Dr. Prebble, as Chairman, opened the meeting by 
passing out a report that had been prepared by Dr. Fettes 
summarizing a proposed investigation for 1959. (Attached 
hereto). Such an extension of research had been agreed to 
at the meeting of September 26, 1958. This matter had been 
reviewed by Dr. Fettes and Dr. Webb and a possible area for 
the tests had been located near Fredericton. Dr. Fettes was 
asked to review the proposal. 

Dr. Fettes stated that last September they were 
optimistic that spruce budworm control could be obtained 
with DDT at a concentration of !4 pound per gallon per acre. 
This suggestion was based on only one experiment and it 
would be desirable to duplicate the tests. It would be „ 
desirable to test even a lower concentration of DDT, The 
dosage of one gallon per acre employed in J£58 was double 
that used in large-scale operations of the lasl six years 
and it was recognized that additional experiments with 
reduced quantities of DDT should be carried out with a 
dosage of the diluent that did not exceed that used in com 
mercial operations, namely, one-half gallon per acre. He 
then made reference to the report that Dr. Prebble had dis 
tributed and stated that Dr. Webb had surveyed areas in New 
Brunswick with a residual population of spruce budworm and 
had located two areas which might be used for the tests in 
1959, Both areas were near Fredericton and since they con 
tained small streams he felt they would also be suitable 
for the salmon studies. Dr. Webb favoured the area west of 
Fredericton because of its accessibility. Dr. Fettes exhibited 
a map m which the two areas were blocked off. The one favoured 
by Dr. Webb included the Mactaquac River. Dr. Fettes was pro 
ceeding to Fredericton next week to look over the areas with 
Dr, Webb. 
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With reference to the second area, Mr. Beall pointed 

out that it included the Acadia Forest Experimental Station and 

itwouldjpe advisable to carry out the tests here without 

aavising the Station. 

Dr. Fettes referred to the proposed series of tests 

outlined on Page 1 of the attached report and drew attention 

to Nos. 5 and 6 which involved Malathion. This was known to 
be an excellent insecticide at low concentrations. Tests with 
Malathion had been carried out in 1953 but considerable popu 

lation fluctuations were encountered and the results were not 

sufficiently conclusive to warrant recommending the use of this 
insecticide in commercial operations. Therefore, it seems 

desirable to repeat tests with Malathion in 1959. Malathion 
decomposes quite rapidly in slightly alkaline conditions and 
since the waters of New Brunswick were of this nature, it 
could be a much better insecticide than DDT in so far as fish 

were concerned. 

With reference to test No, 6, Dr. Prebble suggested 
that it be changed to Va pound in 1$ gallon rather than 1/8 
pound in 1 gallon. He also advised the meeting that his Depart 
ment had both funds and staff available to carry out the pro 

posed programme this year in so far as it applied to budworm« 
His Department did not want to appear to be putting pressure 
on any other Department to carry out a programme and although 
it would be most desirable to have the Fisheries studies 
carried out at the same time, if this were not possible, they 
proposed to carry out their tests as outlined. He felt this 
information was important with respect to future operations. 

Dr. Fettes referred to the report from the St. 

Andrew's Station last year and stated he agreed with their 
statements that in order to get conclusive results a long-

term study would be desirable. He pointed out, however, 
even if caged fish were used in the 1959 tests, it would be 

better than nothing at all. 

Dr. Pritchard stated his Department could supply 

fish for the cages and that he also felt some native fish 

would be present in the proposed area. 

Dr. Fettes also commented that in the 1958 tests 

there were no important differences in measured mortality 
due to insecticide between caged and liberated fish. 

Dr. Kask, in referring to the proposed tests, stated 

that as far as the Fisheries Research Board was concerned per 

sonnel was the only limiting factor. He made reference to a 

meeting held in Moncton on March 12 at which Dr. Kerswill 

advised that the Board could not contribute to the programme 
this year because of other more important projects. 
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Dr, Pritchard briefly reviewed this meeting and stated 
he understood Dr. Kerswill to say sufficient staff were not avail 
able for a comprehensive programme but the same type of programme 
as 1958 might be possible. 

Dr. Kask pointed out this was probably so but that 
the staff which had been requested had not been obtained. He 
agreed wholeheartedly as to the advisability of the programme 
but felt the contributions of the Board would depend on the 
scope of the Fisheries studies. He would explore the possibility 
of what could be done by the Board once it was established from 
this meeting what was required. 

Dr. Prebble stated again his group was going to carry 
out the budworm tests this year since the only other alternatives 
would be Ontario or Northern British Columbia, both areas of which 
were unsuitable. If the tests were not done this year, they could 
not be carried out for another few years. Dr. Kask agreed every 
effort should be made to include Fisheries studies this year and 
he would explore the possibility of Board participation and would 
advise the Committee at the earliest possible moment. 

Dr. Prebble referred to Dr, Fettes1 inspection next 
week and suggested he might look at stands of timber some distance 
from the streams. This was in the event that no Fisheries pro 
gramme was carried out, it would not be desirable to contaminate 
the streams unnecessarily. Dr. Fettes agreed. 

u j Dr. Pritchaxd inquired as to the time element involved. 
He wondered whether Forest Protection Limited would have to know 
immediately m order to arrange for aircraft. Dr. Prebble advised 
funds were available for alternative charter if necessary. 

* * j Dr* FeJtes again referred to the proposed series of 
tests and suggested if complete fisheries tests could not be 
carriedout then Nos. 1, 3 and 5 be done with caged fish. This 
would give a check on the 1958 studies and would also include a 
lower EOT concentration plus Malathion. The meeting agreed that 
some Fisheries participation would be most desirable if at all 
possible. Dr. Kask stated that at the present time a fisheries 
programme was not possible but he would advise whether a reduced 
programme might be possible. l 

,. _, fn refe*ring to the Fisheries programme Dr. Fettes 
suggested it might not be necessary to have an entomologist 
available. He wondered whether the work might not be done bv 
a technician who would collect and label the material and this 
could be examined by an entomologist at a later date. He also 
suggested thesame might apply in the case of Fisheries biolo 
gists. He pointed out that if the programme could be set ud 
properly by the technical staff, the field work itself could be 
carried out with a minimum of such personnel. Dr. Kask agreed 

. 4 
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.Mr. Hourston inquired whether there had been anv 
change in the report on infestations across the country that 
Df«p;eSle had made at the September meeting. Dr. Prebble 
stated there had been no change in this regard. He added 

waf thP £J2+ ?L^e !°rKSt regi°nS in Canada» B*itish Columbia was the most likely to have recurrent infestations of defoliators 
that might require control action from time to time due to the 

EiTSS {srgSSJd^!?!outbreaks of the "**« * 
Dr. Pritchard made reference to the matter of bio-

assays that were carried out at the Nanaimo Station of the 
Fisheries Research Board. Dr. Fettes inquired whether they 
would be available to carry out tests with Malathion. He 
pointed out this would be most desirable since it would fill 
in the complete picture. Dr. Kask stated he would check this 
ana ariviao. 

Dr. Fettes suggested that even if the bioassays could 
not be carried out at the time of the tests, samples of the 
formulation should be sent to Nanaimo in the event the analysis 
could be carried out at a later date. Dr. Kask agreed, 

xu - ,, J?r' Prebble then referred to Dr, Fettes' surveys of 
the following week and stated that a report on this would be 
sent to the Committee members 

oing week and stated 
sent to the Committee members, 

n t: 4.4. Dr: ^as$ inc*uire<* as to the period of the operation. 
Dr. Fettes advised that spraying would probably commence about 
June 10 or a bit earlier depending on the weather. He stated 
this would allow them about 8 weeks to set up the test project. 

xu «- u ?r* Pritchard referring to the matter of staff for 
the Fisheries studies suggested the Department might supply 
some assistance if the Board were unable to provide enouqh 
personnel. Dr. Kask indicated he would keep this in mind. 

x ^ . J.Dr: Prebble th©n made reference to the publication 
of a joint statement of the 1958 studies. 

Dr. Fettes said there were two aspects left to be 
completed: 

(1) The effects on the aquatic insects of the 
l4 pound per gallon per acre - and 

(2) The report on the amount of insecticide in 
the water. 

This was almost completed. If the preliminary reports from 
the Board could be considered as final reports then they could 
be put together with the Forest Biology reports by the DeDart-
ment of Agriculture and prepared for publication. The meetinq 
agreed. y 

• • • * D 
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With reference to the EOT water samples from the 1958 
operations Dr. Fettes stated no DDT was detected when they were 
analysed. One possible explanation was that the DDT was adsorbed 

on the material in the water and it was probably present both on 

the surface of the water and on the stream bottom. He referred 
to the fact that DDT was detected in the water samples from the 
West Coast operations and pointed out water in these streams is 
much clearer than Richibucto water. 

Dr. Prebble made reference to the proposed experi 
mental spraying for Ambrosia beetle control by helicopter in 

British Columbia. This operation will be done on felled timber. 
The areas for the experiment were in the vicinity of English 
man's River and Nanaimo Lakes on Vancouver Island. The concen 
tration of the spray will be ten gallons per acre. Dr. Pritchard 
made reference to the fact that these operations were being 
discussed with Fisheries personnel in the Pacific area. 

Meeting adjourned at 3:30 p>m. 

W. R. Hourston, 
Secretary, 

Interdepartmental Committee on 
Forest Spraying Operations, 

Ottawa, 

April 30, 1959. 

Attach. 1. 
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OTTAWA, April 10, 1959. 

MEMO FOR FILE 

Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying 

A meeting of the Committee was held this afternoon. 

The attached program for experimental spraying in the summer of 
1959 was presented by Dr. Fettes of the Department of Agriculture, 

The study will include several low concentrations of D.D.T. and 

of Malathion. Korolan and Sevin have been ruled out on the basis 

of last year's results. 

20 The Committee agreed with the proposed program except 

that there is some doubt as to the extent to which the work on 

fish and acquatic insects can be carried out by the Fisheries 
Research Board owing to an acute shortage of staff. Dr. Prebble 
intends to proceed with the budworm studies in any case, as this 
is expected to be the last year in which there will be a sufficient 
spruce budwora population in the country to make such tests 

possible for some time to come. 

3o It is expected that Forest Protection Limited will 

provide the D.D.T. insecticide and arrange for aircraft service. 

4# The only two areas considered by Dr. Webb to be at 

all suitable for the test are located a few miles to the northeast 
and northwest of Fredericton, respectively,, From a sketch map 

shown at the meeting, the easterly area seems to include most if 

not all of the Acadia Forest Experiment Station, but extends over 

a considerably larger area to the north and east. The westerly 
area is considered more suitable and will likely be used unless 

unforeseen difficulties with land owners arise. Dr. Fettes is 

going to Fredericton next week for a further examination of the 
areas, Dr, Prebble assured me that any use that might be made 

of the eastern area would be referred to, and cleared with^the 

Forestry Branch in advance. 

5. Mr. Mair reported that there are growing indications 

of the harmful effect of D.D.T. on mammals. He mentioned that 

a Doctor at the Mayo Clinic is gathering evidence which seems 

to indicate that D.D.T, may be a cause of leukemia and other 

blood diseases of humanso * 

H. W. TBeall, 

Chief. 
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Forest Spraying and the Hazards to Aquatic 

A co-operative project with the Fisheries Research 

Board of Canada 

Report to The Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying 

April 10,, 1959 

The views expressed at the September 26, 1958 meeting of the 

Committee have not changed materially wl^th a more critical examination of 
the data obtained in the spray trials of 1958^ The comparisons of DDT, 
DDD, Korlan and Sevin indicate that DDT is clearly the superior insecti 

cide in its effectiveness against spruce budworm larvae. The other 

insecticides were ineffective enor4& to "be eliminated from further con 

sideration for field trials. The lowest dose of DDT used (■£ lb. in 1 
gallon formulation per ecre) proved adequately effective against scruse 

budworm larvae while producing no observable adverse effects on aquatic 

fauna. 

Proposed Trials -» 1959 

The results of the 1958 Trials suggest the need of further 

tests with lower insecticide concentrations and volumes to determine more 

precisely the minimum effective dose of DDT, In addition, it is proposed to 
introduce Malathion into the spray series. Malathion is a proven excellent 
insecticide which is not as persistent as DDT. It hydrolyses quite rapidly 

in water in the alkaline end higher acid ranges, "but is relatively stable 
at pH values between 5.0 and 7.0. ^he streams treated in Hev; Eruns^dck 

in 1958 ranged in pH from 7 A to 7.0 suggesting that the period of the 
persistence of Malathion v.'ould be relatively short (several days). The 
advantage over long-term persistence of DDT is clearf Tests with Kelathion 

in 1953 were not promising but several conditions ^f the tests were not 

advantageous. Larval development was much advanced and the weather conditions 

v/ere not conducive to efficient spray deposition. 

Prouosed Series of Tests - 1959 

1. DDT - £ lb, in 1 gal. per acre 

2. DDT - { lb. in \ gal. per acre 
3. DDT - l/6 lb. in 1 gel. per acre 
ii. DDT - g lb. in §■ gal, per acre 

5. yiaiathion - £ lb. in 1 gal. per acre 

6. Mslathion - 1/8 lb. in 1 gal, per acre, 

7. 2 Oheck Plots. 
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The decision to initiate the 1959 series was attendant upon 

(a) evidence of a suitable area of high spruce budworm population, (b) 
authorization to proceed. 

The treatment is to follow the same format as in 1958. The 

program is about the same size and requires about the same personnel and 

finance. Of equal importance as the control of the spruce budworm is the 

measurement of the effects of the treatment on aquatic fauna. Aquatic 

faunal measurements similar to those made in 1958 are needed? 

1. Measurement of the effects en caged young salmon. * 

2. Measurement of the effects on aquatic insect populations, 

3. Observations on other aquatic fauna. 

The Plot requirements aret 

1. 6 plots infested by spruce budv/orm and covering a portion of 

headwaters of a stream. All of the water sources feeding the 

study stream must be included in the spray area. 

2. Check areas must be remote enough to be free from contamination. 

Aquatic checks need not be closely associated with the insect 

checks. 

3. The areas must be a workable distance from an air-strip 

(25 miles or less). 

Personnel: 

forest Biology? 

1 or 2 officers 

10 assistants 

fisheries Research Board; 

To be determined. 

A minimum number of study points for aquatic faunal studies 

vould probably be in the areas to be sprayed in tests 1, J and 5, as 

designated above, plus checks. Aquatic study points for all spray plots 
would be better. 

Responsibilities and Oo-operatlon: 

jorest Protection Limited; It is expected that Forest Protection 

Limitea will be operating on a small scale in population surveys as a follow-
up to the lew Brunswick large-scale spray program. Tentatively, lorest 
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Protection Limited has agreed to: 

1. Provide WS insecticide 12$ formulation for dilution for the 
series, 

Z, Provide mixing and storing facilities 

3. Make arrangements for aircraft 6eryj.ce to fee paid for 
"by Iorest Biology* 

Chemical Control Sectinn, Sorest Biology Division will accent the 
responsibility for? •• 

1. Personnel for laying out plots, preparing insecticide, checking 
spruce Dudvorm populations and the general conduct of the operation, 

2, Providing whatever limited necessary help to Fisheries Research 
Board in the field. 

3* Materials for sampling and spray chemicals. 

fisheries Research Board? 

Make arrangements for the studies of aquatic fauna. 

Associated Studies: 

1. Continuation of laboratory toxicity tests against spruce tudworm 
larvae using DDT and introducing Malathion. Chemical Control 
Section, Iorest Biology Division. 

2. Measurement of the insecticide concentration in the streams after 
spraying. Chemical Control Section, Forest Biology Division. 

3* ■T°1®rfcnce te*ts for young selmon using DDT and Malathion -
fisheries Resetirch Board, Nanaimo, B.C* 

The Proposed Spray Are»; 

0fthelLrrh ^ jJt north 
ILI of 1^1 w "■ ^ °De ab0U* 10 mlleB We8t> the other •>»«» 15 miles east of Jreaerioton. The we.te«B area Is considered to be the moat sultabl. 
.rrangemeats are being j^e to examine these areas within a feX T 
and -^11 ! I hf <\ fese«^ Staff will te notified of the inspection tour 
and ..ill probably «ish to join the lorest Biology Staff for the Inspection, 

J.J.Iettes 
April 10, 1959. Chemical Control Section, 

iorest Biology Division, 
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Forest Spraying and the Hazards to Aquatic Fauna – 
A co-operative project with the Fisheries Research 

Board of Canada 
 

Report to The Interdepartmental Committee on Forest 
Spraying 

April 10, 1959 
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Forest Spraying and the Hazards to Aquatic Fauna -

A co-operative project with the Fisheries Research 
Board of Canada 

Report to The Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying 

April 10, 1959. 

The views expressed at the September 26, 1958, meeting 
of the Committee have not changed materially with a more critical 

examination of the data obtained in the spray trials of 1958. The 
comparisons of DDT, DDD, Korlan and Sevin indicate that DDT is clearly 
the superior insecticide, in its effectiveness against spruce budworm 
larvae, xne other insecticides were ineffective enough to be eliminated 
from further consideration for field trials. The lowest dose of DDT i 
used va lb, in 1 gallon formulation per acre) proved adequately / 
effective against spruce budworm larvae while producing no observable 
adverse effects on aquatic fauna. 

Proposed Trials - 195Q. 

The results of the 1958 Trials suggested the need of 
further tests with lower insecticide concentrations and volumes to 
determine more precisely the minimum effective do<a<> of DDT. In 

addition, it is proposed to introduce Malathion into the spray 
series. Malathion is a proven excellent insecticide which is not 
as persistent as DDT. It hydrolyses quite rapidly in water in the 
alkaline and higher acid ranges, but is relatively stable at pH 

values between 5.0 and 7.0. The streams treated in New Brunswick 
in 1958 ranged in pH from 7.4 to 7.0 suggesting that the period of 
the persistence of Malathion would be relatively short (several 
days). The advantage over long-term persistence of DDT is clear. 
Tests with Malathion in 1953 were not promising but several condi 
tions of the tests were not advantageous. Larval development was 
much advanced and the weather conditions were not conducive to 
efficient spray deposition. 

Proposed Series of Tests - 1Q-5Q. 

1. DDT - Ya lb. in 1 gallon per acre. 
2. DDT - Va lb. in % gallon per acre. 
3. DDT - 1/8 lb. in 1 gallon per acre.^-
4. DDT - J£ lb. in J£ gallon per acre, 
5. MUATHION - Va lb. in 1 gallon per acre. 
6. MVLATHION - 1/8 lb. in 1 gallon per acre. 
7. 2 CHECK PLOTS. 

The decision to initiate the 1959 series was attendant 
upon (a) Evidence of a suitable area of high spruce budworm popula 
tion, (b) Authorization to proceed. 
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The treatment is to follow the same format as in 1958. 
The program is about the same size and requires about the same per 

sonnel and finance; Of equal importance as the control of the spruce 
budworm is the measureme~nt of the effects of the treatment nn agna-Hr 
fauna. Aquatic faunal measurements similar to those made in 1958 
are needed: 

1. Measurement of the effects on caged young salmon,• 
2. Measurement of the effects on aquatic insect * 

populations. 

3. Observations on other aquatic fauna.v' 

The Plot Requirements Are; 

1. 6 plots infested by spruce budworm and covering a 
portion of headwaters of a stream. All of the water 
sources feeding the study stream must be included in 
the spray area. 

2. Check areas must be remote enough to be free from 
contamination. Aquatic checks need not be closely 
associated with the insect checks. 

3. The areas must be a workable distance from an air 
strip (25 miles or less). 

Personnel: 

Forest Biolpgy; 

1 or 2 officers. 
10 assistants. 

Fisheries Research Board! 

To be determined, U- -> ->- /<?-r"/' 

A minimum number of study points for aquatic faunal 
studies would probably be in the areas to be sprayed in Tests 1, 
3 and 5, as designated above, plus checks. Aquatic study points 
for all spray plots would be better. 

Responsibilities and Co-operation; 

Forest Protection Limited: It is expected that 

Forest Protection Limited will be operating on a small scale in 
population surveys as a follow-up to the New Brunswick large-scale 
spray program. Tentatively, Forest Protection Limited has agreed 
to • 

» • • . w 
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1. Provide DDT insecticide 12%% formulation for dilution 

for the series. 

2. Provide mixing and storing facilities. 

3. Make arrangements for aircraft service to be paid 
for by Forest Biology. 

Chemical Control Section, Forest Biology Division will accept the 

responsibility for: 

1. Personnel for laying out plots, preparing insecticide, 
checking spruce budworm populations and the general 
conduct of the operation. 

2. Providing whatever limited necessary help to Fisheries 
Research Board in the field. 

3. Materials for sampling and spray chemicals. 

Fisheries Research Boards 

Make arrangements for the studies of aquatic fauna. 

Associated Studiesi 

1. Continuation of laboratory toxicity tests against 
spruce budworm larvae using DDT and introducing 
Malathion. Chemical Control Section, Forest Biology 

Division. 

2. Measurement of the insecticide concentration in the ^ 
streams after spraying. Chemical Control Section, 

Forest Biology Division. 

3. Tolerance tests for young salmon using DDT and y 
Malathion - Fisheries Research Board, Nanaimo, B.C. ' 

The Proposed Spray Area: 

The spruce budworm population in New Brunswick is 

rapidly decreasing. The areas which promise dense populations in 
1959 are scarce and the choice of site for the 1959 project is 
thereby limited. A survey of overwintering larval populations by 
personnel of the Forest Biology Laboratory, Fredericton, revealed 
2 areas which may be suitable. The areas are situated just north 
of the Saint John River, one about 10 miles west, the other about 
15 miles east of Fredericton. The western area is considered to 
be the most suitable. Arrangements are being made to examine these 
areas within a few days. The St. Andrews Fisheries Research Staff 
will be notified of the inspection tour and will probably wish to 

join the Forest Biology Staff for the inspection, 

J.J. Fettes, 

Chemical Control Section, 

April 10, 1959. Forest Biology Division, 



CANADA 

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES 

OTTAWA 

? $ 5 8 
April 16, 1959. 

Mr. H. W. Beall, Chief, 
Forest Operations Division, 
Department of Northern Affairs 

and National Resources, 

Motor Building, Sparks Street, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

Dear Mr. Bealls 

There is enclosed notes of the 

recent meeting of the Interdepartmental Com 
mittee on Forest Spraying Operations. 

It would be appreciated if you 

would advise of any additions, deletions or 
corrections. When these have been received 
the notes will be mimeographed for formal 
distribution. Dr. Fettes1 report will be 
attached at this time. 

It would be appreciated if you 

would also advise the number of copies required, 

Yours vexy^sincerely, 

A, L. Pritchard, 

Director, 

Conservation & Development Service, 
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American Forests. April 1959 

TWO BIG "BREAKTHROUGHS" 

"To foresters at the Twenty-fourth North American 

Wildlife Conference, held this year in New York City, the most 
important single pronouncement was that of Dr. Walter Dykstra of the 
U.S. Pish and Wildlife Service, who reported that as a result of 
stepped-up research in the insecticide field there are now encourag 

ing signs that hazards to wildlife from the use of insecticides can 
be greatly reduced. One of the new insecticides, Sevin, shows 
promise as a possible control for gypsy moth, spruce budworm, and 
certain other forest and agricultural pests. Data supplied by the 
manufacturer indicates that its toxicity to fish is only about 
1/200 that of DDT, and the toxicity to warm-blooded mammals is 
about I of that of DDT. Large-scale tests are scheduled this 
spring, and it is the hope of the Fish and Wildlife Service that 
encouraging results attained in the laboratory can be duplicated 
under field conditions, Dr. IJykstra said." 

and 

"One perplexing aspect of pesticide-wildlife 

relationships, and probably one of the most important, is the 
determination of the degree and significance of mortality result 
ing from the multiple exposure of migratory birds and wide-ranging 
mammals to a variety of pesticides applied in areas along their 
routes of travel, Dr. Dykstra said. This is particularly true of 
species such as the woodcock, which may winter in southern fields 
treated for fire ant or crop insect control and then move northward 
in the spring to raise its young in areas of Michigan or New England 
where it may be exposed to other insecticides applied for forest or 
crop insect control. Since minute quantities of several chlorinated 
hydrocarbons in the daily diet of some birds are particularly detri 
mental to reproduction, the effect on breeding populations can be 
serious. This aspect of the problem has been explored by Dr. James 
DeWitt, chief of the Biochemical Research Division of the Fish and 
Wildlife Service. His laboratory experiments show very definitely 
that some insecticides affect reproduction, although others have 
countered aith the statement that a bird flying free has a greater 
choice in wh&t it will eat than a bird being studied under laboratory 

conditions. 
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"The need for more facts continues to be great in 

this complex field, and a hopeful development at the conference was 

a plan outlined by the Committee on Agricultural Pests, Sub 

committee on Vertebrates, working under the auspices of the National 

Academy of Sciences and the National Research Council. As outlined 

by Dr. Qykstra, this group hopes to serve as a catalytic agent in 

starting a proper assessment of losses caused by wild mammals and 
birds to agriculture, livestock, forestry, and related industries. 

This effort to help wildlife and agriculture to live together more 

harmoniously represents, in effect, an attempt to explore the over 

all problem from a new direction, and could provide substantial aid 

in viewing the picture in its entiretyo In addition to Chairman 

Dykstra, the committee consists of Lloyd W. Smith, of the Forest 

Service; Dr. Walter B. Howard, University of California; Howard A. 

Merrill, Interior Department; Dr. James S. lindzey, Patuxent Research 

Refuge, and Dr. Charles A. Damback, Ohio State University. Both the 

Society of American Foresters and The American Forestry Association 

offered their assistance on this research project." 



20, 

Br. 4. I» Pritch*rd, 

Director f __, 
lt 3etvlc+, 

G^parta of Plahortea, 
Ottawa, Onba»t©» 

Bear Br. 

Thank you for your lafctw «f 

lA-0-31 

HWB/MJ 

X hav« no amenda«it8 to suggeat to these 

minute and *»aid a^fspeel^ta v*o*to*n& ̂ BOfw w&m «l 

the final text. 

Toots very truly, 

Chief. 



CANADA 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SCIENCE SFRVICF, 
HESEAPCH BRA.HCH 

FOREST BIOLOGY DIVISION 

QUOTE FILE 
OTTAWA, CANADA 

April 27, 1989 

A* W 

Subject* - «faw»o 

10# 

had oontaot with 
til mt 

St. Jobn 

of Wm*l4k H4i^ and thQ 

aa « l«M*l«a for a«felSa»tt»y aa « l«M*l«a for «» wwi Spray ttMM f«r 
Th© f ollwiag points teaw b^ati lnwatigat^d or dia««a**dt-

(l) There aro saw**! asatkl 
ih 

iraiaiug There aro saw**! asatkl pdra 
watersheds which meo tto?»r«4 with opniw Imdworm-

»pruo»~fir fore at a. 

(2) a ooawerootioa by fhaoo with Sr# SwswiU todloated 
ttatt the FUhariwi ft»«es»flfe BwNl tffeai^ a* 8** Andrews 
is proparod to particlpat* in m limited capacity. 

WUh o&s»« ̂ ^ te pU—& ia ievaral ■*»»«»«* 
tha *ffeots of lw«otiold«« on eagod fifth will be 

(3) *h© Fl«toHrie» B»w«rali Boaard wiU »«* ho able to do 
any work with aquatic iaseots bat will ©ollaberafeo 
with Foreat Biology BWLoioa porsoaiiel to 1»1» otroaa 
bottom Maples of aquaUo Inwota. tlio aanpl»* will 

> • » * ■ 



Ottawa* April 27, 1950 

Memo, tot Br. Prltehard, Dr. 8a*k# Mr. Hair, Mr. Beall 

glv# a asasure of inssetloidal af foots. Preoise 

localities for tha studies will %e doeldod at a 
later dot© wlton plot legations are certain. 

(4) Aeeass&odatlon will bo available at the aritSa* 
Porect Sang»r 8oho«l« Roon and Hoard will cost 
t».00 par day for nonaal days and l4«80 p«r day 
oa spray days w&m breakfast is required about 4tQ0 a.m 

(e) Tontativ© arrasgeiaMKbo for spray plaao •errioo liaw been 
nado with B, W, Fli«g«r of Foroat l»rots«tidii Limited. 
Two Stearman apray pl«ae« will bo supplied. 

(6) Forest Protsotion Liaitod will alee supply tha required 
araotmt of 18^ tKBfS oil solotipa, and th» mixing, pumping 
and storing facilities. 

(7) The Kesmaa landing strip is within ths plot area and 
will bo used as a base of operations. Its use is 
pending inspection and wnatov»r repairs are needed. 

(8) tb» Forest Biology Division is taking stops to hire 
aino etudants to work on tie project." 

IS* L« f 

Dlrootor, 

Forest Biology 

Dr. J. J. Pottos 
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cc: Mr. Beall V 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

canada FOREST BIOLOGY DIVISION 

QUOTE FILE OTTAWA, CAN A DA 

April m* 1969 

Mr. W. R. Parks./ 

@&rootor of 

Frimw Albert* 8ask» 

further to ay **!*$&«» ooawreatioa with you fro» 

April 21 ooroorttSitig opfKO* budwarm iafiwrtatim* in aertfe-

fi t f Skt t i t h 
p tig p 

•astern aaakatatowuu fist oy totaam fftoa Saskatoon t mam ia 

with ttr* Hooks sat ^r» Pr«nfcte« of «ar Wti tfefc 
to lot a» kwwj fl^s of tJ» arewi la 

ly ksottft budewm inftt»t«sfclttn». It ma fil»© «a ̂ vsfl^Mgpi to its** tan 

to wvKnr earllor a b^ ti Wti« 

swir of Hoadqawrtors «r^uiiuKti<m aaaac* bo eaqpsoto* to 

ktto tho totalled a&tttMttfettiitfO* in 4iHfo««B» roe^«»» «? Oanada w»«rly 
so woll as tfe» pmfmsiumt etoff of tsar r«{^onal Imboratorles, Ift 

, tfa»t you gjft lift twwk «tt& ̂ r 
l bd tb 

RMks soggftB* , y gj 

or myeelf, or Bttmsy Fli»ger, Is o*irimioly b«**d m tbd Mo» that 

& genaral review of the poimiblltti** of in wrlal «pr*y progrttm 

would 1» tol^rol to you VtttSu* than tb* ©onoopt tliat «o «l^t b» 
able to cwk» * snro orttioal ofprtl^I of a sjwolflo situation in 

Ybe oxtwaoiw aorial eproy progrwa of th© Ims y 
la ewtora Canada had a very «p«olf io o>|ootfei*# neawiy* to k»»p 
heavily infested ottl TOlttorablo ff«f«t» allw iarlns * prolon^a 

outbreak. So port of th» foaraot m oswa^d «ntll tfcoro 
tlit hib 1 tl 

outbreak. So port of th» foaraot m oswa^d «n 
serious ri§k of Innliwat troo Bortality whiab, 1» pwotloe. want 
that atActasfcial blooks of «io foiwot i»r* sprayed oaly to tho 
third or fiwrth y«ar of oo^av* Infootatica. »epwt tj^sgtas of 

••«, » 



ilftftat Hr* a«wett 

Fart* • 2 . Ottawa, 

^y W «*•*•«*« «**3te* fcr at internal, of two «p«toH 
yaara, depending upon build-up «f iafeetatioa a»d further deterioration 

lag vis art tfe t 

of the aprttylng mm «ooaapU«b«d Is that 

art oontrlb^t. g^ttltowiir *• th. ^ 

for 

vf tftflV*, «Wjr# HO ttSO OMl dwjjr thmt as «Tfte0tlT* iiMP»yiBje 
in the BirSTfiiw u^ft waiia ridw th» n«^™ ffiT 
fcr dlaporwd at ald-iuaewr la XftS9, but aft caw o*a mak* a 

ooneldarod apprftiajU of tko thra«t that o»tlt« «srtgla«tiag in tfeo 
Biroh Riv»r aroa w^Od pow tie vfeit* npruo« »ta»ai ia th» Paaquia. stilt 

already owur in th© P*«^i» ftlU« - as tadeed tfcoy rm«t 

r!?i WMbllfatoe «*«» «br and white apruo* fcwauw «h» 
^y ppear» frco auitable 

aroaa, % grasysl, infestations d«T»lop ̂ dien th» alimatitj 
and forost-itand ^artditiona «r» •«it*bl« f«r population inor#a«*8 
and Bioth flints are not ooo«ldbr«l to be a priaary footer in tho 
buUd-up of major ira«tawl»v At tJ* «an» tiw moth flights aw 
ant in tha aproad «r existing infestation*, 

^ft th» other hand, Btaoda that apt ««Bp«Md priaarUy of «hit» 
p aro not c©nsi^p«4 very TiOstrablo to apraea budvorm iaf«»tatien« 
own though defoliation aay oontlntw for coma* yaart* Boaw aoptaltty 
«f whit© aprueo Has oootirroil in other infe«tatisni oaly «b«a th»r© it 
an important adraixturo of baliam f ir in tte mm «taad«. ^n haa 

not been, witixin «ir kamrl#^# «et<u»lvt mortality of white epntoe 
cawed by budwerm infeotatione i» Canada west of aorthwoetorti Ontario. 



DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

nn.ni-. •■*^ 

FOREST BIOLOGY DIVISION 

"» 4 /I / 

QUOTE FILE OTTAWA, CANADA 

April 28# 1869 

TO, 

Dr. A. U Pritofeard 
Br« «*, L# Kaek 

Kr« W. H» Baall 
Hr* W. W. Mair 

Tho attached letter to Sir* Hewafct, of the BepartsssBb of 
Hattaral Resources* Saafcatohewaa, is Aram to your attention 
bdOttuso earlier I had stated that there turn no know* situation in 
Canada that was likely to warrant sarlQ* spraying in 1989« I think 

this judgment still stands beesaae the enquiry from Saskatoliewan 
is regarding the pessi&le pre-rontiTO -value of aerial spraying 
th i I 
gg p p of aerial spraying 

rather than protecting timber values in Immediate risk of serious 
injury. 

If there is any follow-up suggesting that a spraying operation 
nay be carried out, I will be in touefa with tho Interdepartmental 

Committee further* 

tt* L, Prebble, 

Director, 

Fere at Biology Division* 



CANADA 

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES 

OTTAWA 

May 1, 1959* 

F.LENO.....7Q2-1-1Q. 
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w 
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Mr. H. W. Beall, Chief, 

Forestry Operations Division, 
Department of Northern &£fairs 
and National Resources, 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

Dear Mr. Beall: 

Please find enclosed three copies of 

the Minutes of the Interdepartmental Committee on 

Forest Spraying Operations as requested in your 

letter of April 20, 1959. 

You will note that certain revisions 

have been made. 

# 59 

Director, 
Conservation & Development Service, 

Ends. 3. 
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CANADA 

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES 

OTTAWA 

May 4, 1959. 

ttr. H. W. Beall, Chief, 

Forestry Operations Division, 

Department of Northern Affairs 
and National Resources, 

Ottawa, Ontario. 

Dear Mr. Beall: 

It has been drawn to our attention 

that a word has been left out of the Minutes of 

the Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying 

Operations sent you on May lt 1959. It would 

be appreciated therefore if you would correct 

Page 2 - Paragraph 1 - Line 3 to read as followsi 

ttit would not be advisable to carry " 

We apologize for the inconvenience 

caused by this deletion. 

A. L. Pritchard, 

Director, 

Conservation & Development Service, 



OTTAWA, May 4, 1959 

H. B. Heaney, Esq., 

District Forest Officer 
P.0» Sox 42S, 

FSEDERICTON, N.B. 

Sir: 

for' of your < 

al Com-staff f are notea on a meeting of 
nittee m Forest Siars^ing 

M I think you already know, _ 

tills Coarotttee is reatricted to tho 
nerned. 

With regard to the choice of two possible areas 
near Frederlctoa for experimental sppay^ng this staanar, 
referred to in the aecowi paragraph, X undoratand th&t it has 
now been decided to use the westerly area, which Is amo 25 
miles or more away from the Acadia Forest Experiment Station. 

Tours faithfully, 

H. W. Beall, 

Chief* 
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wtmm ommiXA wmm* association 

mm i*Ql * 550 Bums* Stxtat 
fmammm 1, JMU 

August 17tht 

Tfaotibltt, 

Boparteaeat of 

Ottawa, Ontario, 

Baa* Br. Parabblee 

At a roea&t £»#tifi$ of «ur Past Control 

ainutos of whiafc aro attaohod, aastt ooiiea^a was 

th© progress being ca&da lay tko Intsx^oiiaiiaaataX Cocaatttaa mi 

Spsayia® Opsraticaaa at Ottawa, espQaially with ff®ap«ot to invaeti^jationa 

as to the offset oa iTish of tho beotoplal ddseaso now bolng investigated 

for its effeoi on budwora aad leoper at your Saalt 3te. l%ri« 

for th» Cessdtt<soitt alarm 1st doe to tha 

roporta of th@ heavy iafeatatiea of blaok-heolttd budwnsa in ths 

Charlotte laloade wh^ve aaar oontJNkl fflsasmxws would moot oortaialy 

with tit* fishing inftoaeota* It appears that ao control aoatmraa will be 

until 1961 howQV«rt it wea folt evojy s&ssibls avcnae should be 

to insu^ ad«%iiat© ocottara^ of tho luB<w3t with ratniaaa 
to 

was axpress&i that Brltiah Coluuabia 

bottom aarrod by having & sagarssaatatiw on the Ottawa Casual tteo 4a order 

to preoont first hand Brttinh Colteabta pyobleao as they ooeuf, We fool that 

cor pi?dblem is unique la Canada as zuwhoxe also doea tbo ineset c«mtrol 

probl«a conflict «ith e«EBaereial fishiag interosts to sueh en ©sctsnt* 

If roprasaatatioa <m & Oomoitteo la not poaoible thoa aft 

invitation to attend an oarly Costadttoo Beating mi^t amm a vssy useful 

Your eos^ante and aotioa en tfcoso eugg&aticaia mil 
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aw. twncaraail. ajforo 
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EPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

nrnvinr, 

CANADA 

HBSEAHCH BBttKCS 

FOREST BIOLOGY DIVISION 

QUOTE FILE 
OTTAWA, CANADA 

September H*» 1«59 

Pritchard 

Hr. W. «• Hair 

Mr. E, W. Beall*/ 

In accordance with the results of ear telephone 
• » *» I- hum— •*-—* *» —» Akiti*»jfc ^«« 9m 

with laoaSierB of the l3itfer«»|*ue*aWB 

Operatione I would lilce to have a 

October lkt to 

where aetim 

th* 

In 

of the 

a«i 

*&** scane indioaticm 
mwsto& i 9 
the State of Bain*. $**» 
Gtairfcrtte lelan^ ti^t the 

attention nsxt 3^. I *IU1 
£s«a ««r field laboratories tarfte* the 

As you to*©* from a coiar of a letter recently ***t 

Burke of the BritiflU Ooliiabia [ ^^ S 
i 

f the BritiflU Ooliiabia m^[ ̂  
atrcBig feeling ia tto Aaaociatioa that they efewOd 
oloser to tiie w*sfc of the Jatewdepartaeatal Goa^ttee. 
not ttoink tl» Coa^ttee sheald be enlarged aad I ^w^f 
the aou^aUoBB of Itoi B«U» io«B»r«* Aawooiatioxi oaa oe 
^ invitation to send a 

to Ife* 

ae^ 

I do 

exteiitt^an invitation to send a reFBeseiiteti 
of WtSular eoaoem to the AsBoeAatien. «hareforef I 
ittff^tt invitation to Mfe* Joto % Burk», Secrotasy-Han^ar 
have an Assooiation rejaresentative at the ©eteoar 1^ aeet 

m 

, to 



to &*»• Prltohard, - 2 • Ottawa, 

Kask, Messrs. Hair and Beall 

Br* Pritchard^ kdadzwas th» swotiag will be held 

in his office at 2t00 p«m* October 1^« 

Youra sincerely, 

11* 

Director, 

14LP/kp Foroot Biology Division. 

cot 3b?# J» J» Fettee 
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DEPARTMENT OF AQRICULTURE 

Hosearch Branch 

Forest Biology Laboratory 

College Hill 

Fredericton, H.B. 

September 17, 1959 

Mr, H. D. Heaney 

District Forest Officer 

Forestry Branch 

Dept. Northern Affaire and 

National Resources 
P.O. Box 420 

FEEDERICTON, N.B. 

Be: Spruce Budwora Situation, Acadia Station 

Dear Mr, Heaney: 

As indicated in Mr. Forbes1 report, our surveys show that 
the Acadia Station comes within the area of high hazard as defined 
by Dr. Webb's method of analysis and classification, This means 
that the balsam fir will suffer considerable loss of growth and at 
least some mortality from next year's attack. Spruce, however is 
not in immediate danger of severe damage, * 

In view of your considerable investment in experimental work 
at the Acadia Station, I expect you are anxious to protect the trees as 
much as possible from further damage. If Forest Protection Ltd. decides 
to continue the spraying, I would advise that the Acadia Station be 
included in the sprayed area. 

*u * x As you know* we have a long-tena study going on at the Station 
on the introduced parasites and the disease of the European spruce sawfly 
and are not anxious to have our plots sprayed. However, I am afraid it 
would be quite impracticable to except them owing to the effects of 
drift and the fact that they are in the centre of the station forest. 
Spraying, however, would not necessarily completely disrupt our work 
there and we do not think we can make out a case for avoiding spraying 
on these grounds. Your experimental investment is greater than ours. 

Tours very truly, 

(signed) R. E. Balch 
Dr. F. £. Webb 

cc. Dr. E. F. Morris Officer-in-Charge. 
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» OUR PILE NO 

CANADA 

DEPARTMENT 
ADDRESS REPLY TO 

FORESTRY BRANCH OP FOREST RESBARCH DIVISION 
NORTHERN AFFAIRS and NATIONAL RESOURCES 

P.O. Box 428, 

Fredericton, N.B. 

September 21, 1959. 

Dr. D. &, Redmond, 

Chief, Forest Research Division, 

Forestry Branch, 

Dept. NA and WE, 

OTTAWA/ Ontario. 

Sir: 

Please refer to my letter of September 8 and 

yours in reply of September 14 and September Id, concerning 

the spruce budworm epidemic at the Acadia Forest Experiment 

Station. 

I had already been in touch with Dr. Balch before 

receiving your letter of September 18, and I am enclosing a 

copy of Dr. Balchfs letter indicating that although they would 

like to exclude the area concerned with long-term study of the 

European spruce sawf^y, they realise that this is rather dif 

ficult because of the drift. He advises that if spraying 

takes place in I960, that the Acadia Station be included in the 
sprayed area. 

Tours faithfully, 

(signed) 

H. D. Heaney 

End. District Forest Officer 



NORTHERN AFFAIRS AND NATIONAL RESOURCES 

INTRADEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE J 

1959. 

In sufflsiariaing the correspondence regarding 
aerial spraying with insecticide of the Acadia Forest 
Experiment Station in 196O> there is no reason why the 
Forest Research Division should object to this spray 
ing We can present an argument for the spraying in 
that balsam fir, doomed to be killed by repeated defoli-
ation, will be given a ehance to recover temporarily 
and prolong its life to where it can be salvaged under 
the proposed management plan to be incorporated for the 

Station in the next few years. 

(signed) 
D.R.R. 

FQQTKOTB REPLY 

Dr. Redmond 
I agree. Please take whatever action is 

necessary. 

J.H. 23-9-59 



Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying Operations 

Agenda for Meeting of October 1*K 1959 

1." Brief synoptic review of results of experimental studies in 1958• 

(These have been reported at previous meetings. J.J.Fettes 

to inform the members re status of proposed joint publication 

of results by Forest Biology Division and Fisheries Research 

Board officers) 

2. Experimental studies of insecticides in 1959• 

(a) Aerial spray trials in New Brunswick 
(i) budworm control - J.J. FetteB 

(ii) effect on fish - J. L. Kask (review of report 
submitted Oct.6/59 
by C. J, Kerswill) 

(b) Laboratory trials of insecticides on the oak looper (close 
relative of hemlock looper in British Columbia) 

J.J. Fettes 

(c) Tests of a bacterial toxin as insecticide for forest 
defoliators; preliminary trials at Insect Pathology 

Research Institute, Sault Ste. Marie 

M. L. Prebble (review 
of results reported by J, M. Cameron) 

3. Experimental studies of virus against Neodiprion swainei♦ 

(a) Field trials by W. A. Smirnoff - M.L.Prebble to review 

(b) Laboratory tests at Ottawa - J.J.Fettes to review 

(c) Prospects for aerial spray trials in Lake St. John region of 
Quebec in I960, W. A, Smirnoff and J. J. Fettes 

- M. L» Prebble to review 

*U Review of forest insect infestations with regard to commercial control 

operations in I960. 

- Il.L.Prebble 

H.A.Richmond (representing 
B.C.Loggers1 Association) 

5« Discussion of problems arising out of No. *+, that may require 

integration of viewpoints of federal government agencies and the 

forest industry. 

6. Preparation of review article on spray project in eastern Canada, by 

Forest Biology Division and Fisheries Research 2oard, for publication 

in Canadian Geographic Journal. 

7« Other matters. 



Summary of tests, summer of 1959, with Merck's "bacterial insecticide", 

carried out by staff of Insect Pathology Research Institute. 

Note: Fundamental studies on pathogenic action of Bacillus cereus group 

of bacteria have been done at Sault 3te. ilarie. Several 

firms are now making a commercial product for use in insect 

(J?*u ■*#>£>? Z ̂ My^x^ fu <"+3£J!!Jtu ^ 
The tests were done with Mercys productsmixed with f^/^/M A ) ' 

water at 2 to 2J- lbs, per 100 gallons. In field trials, a -' / 
latex sticker was added, and a small mist blower was used 

for application of the mixture. 

(a) Oak looper and hemlock looper from B.C. 
In laboratory trials, these insects appeared to g 

susceptible. Feeding was inhibited in the first day, but 

onset of mortality was slow, peak being reached 8 or 9 

days after treatment of the foliage. 

(b) Hemlock looper, Parry Sound District, Ontario. 
A small infestation occurred on an island in Lake 

Joseph, Parry Sound District, No satisfactory statistical 

data obtained, but results were generally in line with the 

laboratory trials (a)» 

(c) Black-headed budworm from B.C. 
In limited laboratory trials, the larvae of this species 

appeared to be susceptible. Larval feeding was inhibited 

after the first day, and cumulative mortality reached about 90$ 
in five days. A considerable number of older larvae placed 

on sprayed folia.;e pupated, even though feeding ceased on 

the treated foliage. About two-thirds of the resulting pupae 

produced moths. 

Further field trials, with daily observations and arrangements for 

adequate statistical information, are required before any recommendation 

can be made for wide-scale application. 
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Meeting of the 
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NOTES ON A MEETING OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL 

COivaVilTTEE ON FOREST SPRAYING OPERATIONS 

held in the office of Dr. A.L. Pritchard 

Department of Fisheries at 2;00 p.m. 

October 14, 1959-

IN ATTENDANCE: 

Dr. M. L. Prebble 

Dr. J. J. Fettes 

Dr. J. L. Kask 

Mr. W. W. Mair 

Mr. H. W. Beall 

Dr« A. L. Pritchard 
Mr, v'\ R. Hours ton 

Mr. H. A. Richmond 

Forest Biology Division -

Department of Agriculture. 

- Fisheries Research Board. 

- Department of Northern Affairs 

and National Resources. 

Department of Fisheries, 
II U 

- B, C. Loggers Association. 

Dr. Prebble, as Chairman, opened the meeting by sub 

mitting the agenda for consideration (Appendix I). The Committee 
agreed that the proposed agenda covered the various items which 

would require consideration and they were discussed as follows. 

1. Brief synoptic review of results of 
experimental studies in 1958. 

Dr. Fettes reported that all information from the par 

ticipating parties had been received. This included the Fisheries 

Research Board field tests and bio-assay tests; the laboratory and 
field studies, and water sample analyses by the Forest Biology 
Division. Most of the reports were in the editorial stage. He 

suggested that each report be presented as an entity with a general 
appraisal as a prelude. He estimated that this could be ready by 
late December. 

Dr, Kask inquired as to where this might be published. 

Dr. Fettes stated that the report would be prepared in 

multigraphed form and that a decision as to formal publication 
could be made later. It would be a matter of deciding whether 

the Fisheries and Agriculture reports should be published 
separately by the individual organizations. Dr. Pritchard would 
prefer to see them published together. 

Dr. Prebble inquired as to a possible avenue for such a 

publication, Dr, Kask referred to the publications of the 

Fisheries Research Board, particularly the Journal and the 
Bulletin. He felt that there would be no problem in arranging 
publication of the material as a Bulletin. In view of this 
development, Dr. Fettes suggested the 1959 work should also be 
included. The meetinq agreed this would be desirable. Dr. Fettes 
indicated that under these circumstances it would probably require 
another month!s work before the material would be ready. 

2. Experimental studies of insecticides in 1959. 

(a) Aerial spray trials in New Brunswick-

(i) Budworm control. 

Dr., Fettes distributed a report summarizing the budworm 
control tests in 1959 (Appendix II). 

# • • . *• 

.....s 
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In reviewing the tests, he referred to results in 1958 
which had indicated that l4 pound per gallon per acre had given 
good control of the budworm and also that there had been no 

apparent effect on fish and little on aquatic insects. In re 

viewing the summary of the 1959 data he pointed out an error in 

No. 6 Plot. This was to have been a test of 1/8 pound per gallon 
per acre but due to formulation error it had been applied at the 
rate of ]4 pound per gallon per acre. In this test also, he re 
ferred to the recovery of the insecticide in Column 4. This 
recover of 26,5 drops per cm^ was much higher than in any of the 
other tests. This was a direct result of the ideal spraying 
conditions which prevailed during this test. He pointed out 
that this was comparable to an emitted dose of 1^ to 2 gallons 
per acre under average spraying conditions. In summary, the 
general control achieved in 1959 was not as good as in 1958 but 
considering the conditions under which the tests were carried 
out, the results were comparable. The fisheries tests in 1959 
also showed results comparable to those in 1958. He then re 
ferred to the '•Tentative Conclusions11 which indicated that a 
smaller concentration of DDT could be used to achieve effective 
control (6,25/o), 

Dr, Prebble commented that the industry would not like 
to go back to using a dosage of 1 gallon per acre. He also ex 
plained that the control achieved in the 1959 tests was that due 
to spraying only, i.e. effects of natural control factors had been 
removed so the results were shown as corrected per cent control. 

With reference to the practical aspects of using Va pound 
per Y2 gallon per acre, Dr. Fettes pointed out that more efficient 
spray equipment would be needed to obtain effective coverage, 

Mr, Beall inquired whether the Avenger aircraft was 
more suitable in this regard. 

Dr. Fettes replied that it is a much better spray air 
craft from a spray break-up standpoint than the Stearman because of 
its higher speed and high pressure spray equipment. The Stearman 
has potential which could be achieved with some adjustments to the 
spray system. 

. ___ Dr« Prebble made reference to the search for alternatives 
to DDT and reported that results had not been encouraging. It would 
be impossible to screen the thousands of insecticides on the same 
basis as the present tests. 

t Dr. Fettes referred to the tests on Malathion. He stated 
that in the laboratory Malathion was just as good an insecticide 
as DDT but was much less effective in field tests. He had no 
explanation for these results. 

Mr. Richmond asked how long DDT was effective. Dr 
Fettes replied that it would be effective for 10 to 12 days under 
normal weather conditions. Malathion would be effective for about 
the same period. Malathion is likely to decompose more rapidly 
than DDT in water. 

(ii) Effect on fish. 

Dr. Kask reviewed the report on the Fisheries tests 
that had been submitted by Dr.-Kerswill (Appendix III). As had 
been indicated by Dr. Fettes, the results were comparable to those 
obtained in the 1958 tests. He also referred to Dr. Kerswill*s 
comment that the streams used in the tests were below the minimum 
size of typical salmon rearing waters and had somewhat more forest 
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cover thin usual. In reply to Dr. Prebblefs inquiry regarding the 
results of the aquatic insect sampling Dr. Kask advised that they 

would be ready in the near future. 

(b) Laboratory trials of insecticides on the Oak Looper. 

Dr. Fettes reviewed the laboratory tests of DDT on the 

oak looper which is a close relative of the hemlock looper. The 

results showed that the oak looper was much more susceptible to 

DDT than the spruce budworm. He pointed out however that the 

hemlock looper itself should be tested since considerable dif 

ferences in susceptibility to DDT had been found in closely 

related species. 

(c) Tests of a bacterial toxin as insecticide 
for forest defoliators, 

Dr. Prebble briefly reviewed the work that had been 

done on bacterial toxins by the insect pathology laboratory of 

the Department of Agriculture at Sault Ste Marie, Five years 

ago one of the staff members in studying a pathogenic Bacillus 

noted the presence of crystals at spore formation. The crystals 

were as toxic as the living bacterial cells. It was also estab 

lished that death of insects from the toxin was caused by paralysis 

About two years ago some of the large drug firms became interested 

in this material and obtained basic cultures from the Sault Ste. 

Marie lab and began production on a commercial scale. Mixtures 

of Bacillus spores and crystals were made available this year to 
various agencies for experimental purposes. Some tests with the 

Merck commercial product were carried out by the laboratory at 

Sault Ste. Marie. The results of these tests are shown in 

Appendix IV. 

In commenting on the field trials in the Parry Sound 

district Dr. Prebble stated that there was very little doubt 

that the insecticide behaved the same as in the laboratory, al 

though inadequate quantitative results were obtained. He felt 

also that aerial spray tests must be carried out. In this regard 

none of the tests had been made using oil as a suspending material. 

This was quite important in connection with the factor of evapora 

tion in aerial spraying. No information on costs was available 

at the present time. 

Mr. Richmond commented on the particular advantages 

of the bacterial insecticide and indicated that the B. C. Loggers 

Association hoped to carry out an aerial test in British Columbia 

some time next year. Dr. Prebble inquired whether Mr. Richmond 
had any information on the effects of this insecticide on fish. 

Mr. Richmond stated that he had discussed this with Dr. Larkin 

of the Fisheries Institute at the University of British Columbia 
and also with other fisheries agencies in the United States, 

None had any knowledge of the material. 

Dr. Prebble stated that the Forest Biology Division 

was interested in carry out further field trials and he hoped 
that the fish and game people would also make tests. The Com 
mittee agreed that every consideration should be given to 

developing a cooperative field trial in 1960. 

Dr. Prebble agreed that he would make inquiries through 
Merck to see if they had any information on its effect on warm 
blooded animals. Dr. Pritchard agreed to make inquires re effects 
on fish, and Mr, Mair in connection with small mammals. 
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3. Experimental studies of virus 
against Ndi^ 

Dr. Prebble reviewed the work on virus control that had 
been done by Dr. Smirnoff in Quebec. He stated that this develop 
ment was a most interesting one and that Dr. Smirnoff had wished 
to carry out an aerial spray test this year. The Forest Biology 
Division had felt, however, that since aerial spraying is a 
specialized operation, the tests should be postponed until I960 
so they could be set up properly. It had not been established 
whether a helicopter or a fixed wing aircraft would be used in 
these tests. 

Dr. Fettes reviewed the results of Dr. Smirnoff's field 
tests which he had observed. He stated that a dosage as low as 
f2 million polyhedra per ml, had given 100 per cent control of 
the sawfly larvae. 

4. & 5. Review of forest insect infestations with 
regard to commercial control operations in 
1960, (Appendix V) - and - Discussion of 
problems arising out of No. 4, that may re 
quire integration of viewpoints of federal 
government agencies and the forest industry. 

Maritime Region -

Dr, Prebble referred to the spruce budworm situation in 
New Brunswick and reported the following information that had been 
obtained in telephone conversation with R, E. Balch and F. E, Webb 
on the morning of October 14, following a meeting of Forest Pro 
tection Limited on October 13 in Fredericton; 

(a) It appears that Forest Protection Limited is 
generally agreed on a spraying program in I960 ranging 
up to about 2% million acres. This is more than the 
area of high hazard defined by Balch and Webb and 
obviously introduces elements of preventive spraying 
to reduce heavy populations in certain areas where the 
hazard of imminent tree mortality is not great. 
Apparently a substantial section in Northumberland 
Countywould fall in this category. 

(b) In general, the earlier formulation and dosaqe 
would be adhered to but claims for exceptions or 
modifications would be entertained by Forest Pro 
tection Limited if advanced by other groups. 

(c) Owing to the Fisheries interests it is proposed 
to omit the Cains River, but probably not the South 
west Miramichi. 

With concurrence of the Forestry Branch, the 
Acadia Forest Experiment Station would be included 
in the spray program as well as the area in general 
adjacent to Fredericton. However, on representation, 
it is probable that certain areas would be exempted 
such as the Experimental Farm, the U. N, B. woodlot! 
and certain areas containing study plots used in 
investigations of Adelaes and its predators. 

♦ 5 
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J°rest Protection Limited will organize and con* 
!h?uPr2?ram ?Vn Previous years but will probably 

thnifltr^e financial participation of three or four of 
the larger tirnberland owners in: the southern part of 
the area to be sprayed. Small private owners, farmers! 
etc., would not be asked to contribute. In general it 
is believed that the.e small owners would welcome sorav 
mg operations over their private holdings! Y 

(f) From the standpoint of good public relations ■? + 
was expected that Forest Protection Limited would 
arrange rather careful advance notification of the 
proposed spraying program in 1960. 

Considerable discussion of the Committee's responsi-
xnltt*+, c?n^rning this operation followed. The Committee 
agreed thax the minutes of this meeting should be forwarded to 
ForestProtection Limited pointing out that there wefe certain 

-? srs? 

Mr. Beall inquired about the salmon situation in ore-

that the major effects were not td til § that the major effects were not expected until 19§0 and 1961 

14 „ +Wit^ re?erence to the situation in British Columbia 
Hourston inquired as to the extent of the satin moth inft 

:. Lejeune 

*• J.J" connection with the Black-headed budworra infesta 
tions on the Queen Charlotte Islands, Dr. Prebbirasked fe 
Richmond to review the situation. Mr. Richmond advised that hP 
had just returned,from a survey of the infestation! He stated 
that the infestation was well distributed over both islands ud 
to the area of Massett Inlet. It was heaviest in Skideqatl Inlet 

as 

. 6 
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Dr, Pritchard pointed out that substantial runs of pink 

and chum salmon are present in Skidegate and Cumshewa Inlets^ 

Mr, Richmond advised that the B. C. Loggers Association 
were most concerned about possible damage to salmon runs resulting 
from any control operations. It was the particular desire of the 

Association to establish a procedure whereby spraying operations 

could be carried out without interference from the Department of 

Fisheries provided certain terms, which would be developed through 
discussions with the Department, were agreed upon and adhered to. 
In other words if the Minister of Fisheries would approve such an 
operation, there would be no possibility that the operation would 

be shut down. In this regard he pointed out that the initiation 
of such a project involved months of planning. 

Dr. Pritchard referred to the responsibilities of the 
Minister of Fisheries and pointed out that under the terms of 
the Fisheries Act the Minister could not approve such operations. 
He stated, however, that the Department was always prepared to 
discuss mutual problems with the Industry and once agreement had 
been reached on the precautions that would be taken to protect the 
fisheries resources, there was very little possibility that the 
operation would be shut down. He pointed out however, that if in 

spite of the above agreements, large numbers of fish were being 

killed, the Minister would have no alternative but to terminate 
the operation in that area, Mr. Richmond agreed that this course 
was understandable. 

Dr, Pritchard also pointed out that even though every 
cooperation was developed between the Association and the Depart 
ment regarding control operations, people could still make repre 
sentation. However, if satisfactory arrangements had been reached 
then the Department would give every support under the circumstances 
Mr. Richmond stated he appreciated the Minister*s position in such 
cases and was sure that the B. C. Loggers Association would be 

prepared to cooperate with the Department along the lines indicated 
by Dr, Pritchard. 

Dr. Pritchard stated that it would be essential that the 
B, C. Loggers Association contact Mr, Whitmore, the Area Director 
in Vancouver, as soon as any decision had been made regarding con 
trol operations in I960. Mr. Richmond replied that the Loggers 

Association had planned to do this. He expressed his appreciation 
for the opportunity of attending the Interdepartmental Committee 
meeting. He stated that he was particularly interested in the 
results of the research that had been carried out through the 
Committee on the problem of the effect of insecticides on aquatic 
life. He then distributed a statement by the B, C. Loggers 
Association to the Interdepartmental Committee (Appendix VI), 

Dr. Prebble expressed the Committee's pleasure in 
having Mr. Richmond attend on behalf of the B. C. Loggers 
Association, 

6. Preparation of review article on spray project in 
eastern Canada, by Forest Biology Division and 
Fisheries Research Board, for publication in 
Canadian. Geographic Journal, 

Preparation of a joint review article had been under con 
sideration for some months, and a start had been made by officers 
of the Forest Biology Division. The need for control operations 
in 1960 might justify deferment. After discussion it was considered 

t » » .' f 
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that deferment was not necessarily desirable because, in effect, 
the intention was to bring together in one publication the princi 
pal results to date, which had already been published or distributed 
in various journals and reports. Therefore, unless the authors 

felt that the review article should be deferred, the Interdepart 
mental Committee would be pleased to see its publication according 
to the original intention. Dr. Prebble agreed to learn the views 

of the. officers involved in this project. 

7. Other Matters. 

None, 

Meeting Adjourned at 5:30 p.m. 

W.R. Hourston, 

Secretary, 

Interdepartmental Committee 

on Forest Spraying Operations 

Ottawa, 

October 16, 1959, 

Attach: 

App. I - VI 



Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying Operations 

Agenda for Meeting of October 14s 1959 

1, Brief synoptic review of results of experimental studies in 1958. 

(These have been reported at previous meetings. J.J.Fettes 
to inform the members re status of proposed joint publication 

of results by Forest Biology Division and Fisheries Research 

Board officers) 

2. Experimental studies of insecticides in 1959. 

(a) Aerial spray trials in New Brunswick 
(i) budworm control - J.J. Fettes 

(ii) effect on fish - J. L. Kask (review of report 
submitted Oct.6/59 
by C. J. Kerswill) 

(b) Laboratory trials of insecticides on the oak looper (close 
relative of hemlock looper in British Columbia) 

J.J. Fettes 

(c), Tests of a bacterial toxin as insecticide for forest 
defoliators; preliminary trials at Insect Pathology 

Research Institute, Sault Ste. Harie 

M. L. Prebble (review 
of results reported by J. M. Cameron) 

3• Experimental studies of virus against Neodiprion swainei. 

(a) Field trials by V. A. Smirnoff - M.L.Prebble to review 

(b) Laboratory tests -at Ottawa - J.J.Fettes to review 

(c) Prospects for aerial spray trials in Lake St. John region of 
Quebec in I960, V. A. Smirnoff and J. J. Fettes 

- M. L. Prebble to review 

4-. Review of forest insect infestations with regard to commercial control 
operations in I960. 

- 11. L.Prebble 

H.A.Richmond (representing 
B.C.Loggers' Association) 

5. Discussion of problems arising out of No. ^t that may require 

integration of viewpoints of federal government agencies and the 
forest industry* 

6« Preparation of review article on spray project in eastern Canada, by 
Forest Biology Division and Fisheries. Research Board, for publication 
in Canadian Geographic Journal. 

?• Other matters. 
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RESULTS OF AIHPLANE SPRAY TMAliS NEW BRUNSWICK 

Comparing four applications of DDT and three of Malathion* 

A preliminary report to the Interdepartmental Committee on Forest 

Spraying Operations* 

The series of airplane spray trials completed in York Co., 

Hew Brunswick in 1959 "as a continuation of the investigations initiated 
in 1958 at the suggestion of the Committee* A report to the Committee, 

September 26, 1958 indicated tha$ no substitute for DDT had "been found 

but that DDT concentrations of less ihan the 12.5$ popularly in use would 
obtain satisfactory spruce budworm population reductions* The 1959 trials 

were designed to determine the validity of the success in 1958, of dosages 

of DDT as low as 9*25 pounds in one gallon of formulation per acre. In 

addition, Malathion was introduced into the series upon the consideration 

that earlier trials were not adequate and in view of the success of 

Malathion as a good general insecticide* 

The Fisheries Research Board, St. Andrews Station collaborated 

by studying the effects of the insecticides on fish and other aquatic fauna 

on three of the study plots* Whereas an application of .25 pounds of DDT 

in one gallon per acre showed no adverse effects on fish and little on 

aquatic insects in 1958; a repeat of the experiment was scheduled. 

Forest Protection Limited arranged for the flying service 

and supplied, without charge, the necessary DDT concentrate, tanks and 

loading facilities* 

A summary of the data le presented in the following table. 

Summary of Data from New Brunswick Field Trials. 1959 

Insecticide Deposited Expected Observed Corrected 

Spray Nominal Gals. Drops Lbs. Larval Larval Per Cent 

Plot pate Dose yer afire T>er cm^ per acre Penalty" Penalty Q^t 

11/6 £lb./gal/acre 0.31 lM 0*08 .12** .01? 86 

2W 19/6 Jib./^ga3/acre fi.23 U+*3 «*ip *12i* .012 90 

DDT 

5 6/6 ^Ib./igal/acre 0.1k 7.6 0,075 .1A5 .03© 79 

£lb./gal/acre *#59 26.5 0.2ft .li+9 -015 91 

MALATHION 

^lb./gal/acre 0.3^ 13.3 0.085 .036 .017 53 

MALATHION 

7/6 £lb*/£gal/acre f\.2fl UjO 0.V) *lft5 .108 0 

MALATHIQN 

776 l/81b./igal/acre 0*37 17.3 0.095 .1^5 -080 2k 

# Larval density = Mo. larvae 
No* Buds 

## Aquatic fauna study plot* 

Intended as a l/8 lb./gal*/acre application. Mixing error resulted 
In Increase of DDT* This is the plot where trout died in a shallow 

pool* 
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Several observations may be drawn from the data a* preeented. 

111* P^8J^J** ** *" ealloa Per *cr* did not 
favorably with that of l$>58j 8$ control versus 

detailed 

acceptably high 

$ o versus 90/12, 
^V* dUe *° 6rratlc de*°8lt caused by meteort-

conditions or inconsistent flight tracks/ The 

9.5 pounds of EM In 0.5« gallons per acre shows a hlaher 
^f"e of control (90^) but less than the 0.50 pold^t 1 . 

per aore (9758) adhieved In 1958. 

°f DDT to °*5a «all0BS P9' »°~ fall somewhat 
^li e"^r0 COt1 llBltB <«*>• ^* 

TOry llght« P^^^rly 
r p p8r 'I118'8 oeatlmeter. Where obsenred, 
s were normal, the larval survival was low. 

*•• Malathlon does not prove to bo as effective as DOT acalnflt the 
spruce budworm. The highest degree of control was 58 at a 
Sg!f*'Z5 ***?? *•« gallon per acr™ MalatSon 4uld 

lw at higher concentrations; but 

rT rr"waB not l 

er»r in III!* V}25 VCmi" BDT ^ ! Sal. were negated * an 
2TS ? ^S •ohedllle- P1«t 6 received a nomil d 

V ^ Sal. were negated * an 
•ohedllle- P1«t 6 received a nominal dosage 

tentative 

James J.Fettes 

Forest Biology Division 
Chemical Control Section 
Ottawa, 

October 13, 1959, 



APPENDIX III 

Preliminary Report on 

Observations on young salmon and trout subjected to 

forest spraying with DDT and Malathion in the vicinity 

of the Mactaauac River» N.B.o 1959 

In an experiment carried out in 1958 near Richibucto, 
Kent County, N.B., aerial spraying with DDT insecticide at con 
centrations of 1 lb», and l/2 1b. DDT per acre were followed within 
three weeks by significant mortalities of introduced salmon parr 

2 to 3 inches in length. Spraying with l/4 lb. DDT per acre had 
no apparent effect on the fish within this period. In 1959 the 

Department of Agriculture, Department of Fisheries and Fisheries 
Research Board of Canada joined in a similar insecticide spraying 

experiment in the vicinity of the Mactaquac River, York County, N.B. 

It provided an opportunity for repeating observations on the effects 
on introduced young salmon and native trout of spraying DDT at 

rates of l/2 lb. and l/4 lb. DDT per acre as well as Malathion at 
1/2 lb« per acre. 

PLAN 

The experiment followed the general plan developed 
in 1958. Eight plots of woodland were selected by Department of 

Agriculture scientists for determining effects of various spray 

formulations on spruce budworms. Three of the plots were traversed 
by small streams that seemed suitable for short-term comparison 
of the effects of different sprays on young introduced salmon. The 
streams were, however, below the minimum size of typical salmon-

rearing waters, with somewhat more forest cover than usual. A fourth 

similar stream was found nearby to serve as an unsprayed control. 

Hatchery-reared yearling parr 2 to 3 inches long and 

fry about 1 inch long were provided by the Department of Fisheries 
hatcheries at Florenceville and Haley Brook, N,B, By June 4, 

samples of 50 of both sizes had been distributed in cages at the 

lower end of each stream. After clearance of obstructions, addi 
tional samples of about 100 parr were distributed over about 100 
linear yards above barrier fences set across the lower ends of each 
stream. 

Observations on fish survival and water conditions 
were made daily from June 4 to July 14, then only twice weekly 

until the cages and fences were removed on August 10. 

Staff and other facilities were not available for a 
study of effects of the sprayings on the food of young salmon, by 

following the daily emergence of adult insects into cage-traps as 

was done at Richibucto. Instead, bottom samples of immature stages 
of stream insects were taken on the study streams before and after 

spraying, by Messrs. J.B. Sprague and D.L. Peer, Fisheries Research 
Board, The collections will be worked up this winter. 

STAFF AND TRANSPORTATION 

The field observations were made by two seasonals, 
Mr. G.D. Maddison employed by the Department of Fisheries, and 

Mr. R.H, Peterson, a Fisheries Research Board employee. Construction 
and installation of the equipment was supervised by Mr. E.J, Schofield, 
Fisheries Research Board, The vehicle needed for regular visits to 
observation points was provided by the Fish Culture Development Branch 
of the Department of Fisheries, 

RESULTS 

The observations on survival of the salmon fry and 
yearling parr introduced into the four streams are summarized in 
Table 1, 
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Up to July 11 when fish started to die in the 

unsprayed control stream (KC), that is during the period of 3 to 

4 weeks after spraying, the caged salmon parr showed no ill effects 

of either the 1/4 lb, per acre DDT (Kl), l/2 lb. per acre DDT (K2) 
or the Malathion (K3), Differential mortality of the caged fry 
occurred within this period however, since 69% of those subjected 

to DDT at l/2 lb. per acre (K2) died, as compared to 0, 11 and 4% 
mortalities in the Kl, K3 and KC plots respectively. 

The routine daytime observations on parr that had 

been planted in the lower sections of the experimental streams 

agreed with the observations on caged parr, in showing no harmful 

effects of any of the three insecticides. The total numbers of 

dead parr picked up from June 4 to August 10 in the four plots were: 

Kl - 0, K2 - 1, K3 - 3, KC - 1. 

In the period June 30 to July 9 night observations 

on the four streams using lights confirmed the survival of intro 

duced salmon parr and numerous native trout. For example, in 

Plots Kl, K2 and K3 respectively, 27, 56 and 83 healthy parr were 

seen, while 52 parr were seen in the part of the control (KC) that 

was not hidden from view by a bridge. Also, 19, 25, 12 and 72 trout 

were seen in the four streams. 

In the July 4-11 period, temperatures of the four 

streams as a group ranged from 8°C to 18°C, like stream temperatures 

in 1958 at Ftichibucto. Daily temperatures of the Kl, K3 and KC 

streams usually agreed within 2°C, while the K2 stream was sometimes 

2° to 3° warmer than the other three. Freshet conditions prevailed 

from June 15 to 20, with increases in water level of as much as 

7 inches above normalo Less pronounced rises in water level occurred 

on July 2-3 and July 13, 

On June 8 when a spray plot (K6) outside the fish-
checking series was sprayed with DDT at l/8 lb, per gal, per acre, 
trout were seen at its lower boundary in a small shallow pond 

l/lO acre in area, that was fed by a small uncharted stream that 
traversed the spray woodland. Regular visits permitted the 

collection of six trout, 5 to 7 inches long, that died within four 

days of spraying. On July 6 when the pond was calm and clear, 

at least 15 native yearling trout and as many fry were counted in 

the pond, and several active fry were observed in the stream above. 

The yearling trout and fry were observed frequently up to August 6 

when observations ended. 

When on June 11 the spray plane accidentally struck 

a tall tree at the lower boundary of Plot K2, almost the whole 

spray load (DDT to be applied at l/2 lb. per l/2 gal. per acre) was 
dumped in a marsh that fed into the stream below. For several 

days the red-dyed insecticide could be seen on the bottom of the 

stream for l/2 mile below the site of the accident and rising to the 
surface. Within three days many trout up to 6 l/2 inches in length 
and frogs were affected, and dead specimens were collected, 

SIGNIFICANCE OF RESULTS 

Aerial spraying of DDT at rates of l/2 lb. per 
acre and 1/4 lb, per acre had no observable short-term effects on 
caged salmon parr in the 1959 experiment, whereas the 1958 spraying 

with DDT at l/2 lb. per acre was followed by significant mortalities 
of caged parr at Richibucto. In 1959 a differential effect of the 

two DDT formulations was shown, however, by the caged fry 5 many of 

these smaller fish died within a few days of application of DDT at 

l/2 lb, per acre, but elsewhere all fry survived for at least another 

,.3 
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week. This would be likely to occur if DDT at l/2 lb. per acre 
had marginal effects on survival of young salmon. From earlier 

observations in the Miramichi area it would be expected that the 

smallest available sizes of young salmon would be affected more 

severely than the larger sizes. 

The 1959 results with DDT at l/4 lb. per acre con 
firmed those obtained in 1958, in that spraying had no apparent short-

term effects on survival of the young introduced salmon. 

In 1959, spraying with a still lower concentration 

of DDT, at l/8 lb, per acre, was followed by the deaths of a ( * 
fraction, believed to be small, of yearling native trout in a little 

pond and stream. 

The 1958 and 1959 results of spraying young salmonid 

fishes with different DDT formulations have varied considerably. 

Such variations would be expected to occur, however, because of 

regional differences in the physical and chemical characteristics 

of streams, for example, in extent of forest cover, rate of stream 

flow, pH, and suspended matter. Significant differences might occur 

in the quantity of insecticide reaching the water from year to year, 

related to slight differences in spraying techniques. Some of these 

variations may be brought out by the Department of Agriculture's 

data, such as, the chemical analyses of water samples taken at all 

plots before and after spraying, and spray deposition as shown by 

test cards. 

The Malathion results are probably insignificant 

because the insecticide did not provide worthwhile control of bud-

worms , 

Small-scale experiments of this kind on streams that 

are smaller than typical salmon-rearing waters and which lack 

native populations of young salmon may be useful for preliminary 

screening of various insecticide formulations under field conditions* 

It seems unlikely that the effects on young salmon survival of 

modified large-scale spraying techniques could be predicted on the 

basis of such experiments alone. 

C. J. Kerswill 

St# Andrews, N.B, 

October 6, 1959. 

Attach, Table 1 

'*) Secretary's Note 

Dr. Kerswill's report was produced before the error in this 

formulation was discovered. As indicated in Line 6 Page 2 

of the notes this dosage was i pound per gallon per acre. 
This also applies to Paragraph 5 on the preceeding page. 
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TABLE 1 

Date sprayed 

No* fish in cages 

June 3 

No. caged salmon 

dead by weeks 

June 3-6 

7-13 

14-20 

21-27 

28-July 4 

0 

A. 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

(1) 

0 

0 

5 

0 

JL 

23 

3 

5 

(2) 

(1) 

0 

1 

0 

0 

12-18 

19-25 

26-Aug. 1 

Aug. 2-8 

9-10 

9 

33 

0 

0 

0 

(1) 

0 

1 

2 

0 

4 

4 

22 

0 

1 

(a) 
No. of deaths between 

spraying dates and 0 

July 11, not from 

physical causes 

(b) 
Total no.9 from which 

above specimens died 46 

% died (a x 100) 0 
b 

51 

0 

31 

45 

69* 

47 

. 2% 

47 50 

0 

49 49 

4% 0 

Figures in brackets show parr known to have died from physical injury, through 
crushing by fry cages. Approximate dates of spraying indicated by lines ( )• 



APP. IV 

Summary of tests, summer of 1959, with Merck's ""bacterial 
insecticide", carried out by staff of Insect Pathology Research 

Institute. 

Note: Fundamental studies on pathogenic action of Bacillus 

cereus group of bacteria have been done at Sault Ste. 

I-Iarie. Several firms are now making a commercial 

product for use in insect control. 

The laboratory tests were done at a concentration 

of 2 milligrammes of the mixture of bacterial spores 

and crystals per cubic centimetre of water. In field 

trials 2-to-2-g- pounds of the ntixture were added to 

100 gallons of water. A latex sticker was incorporated 

in the spray and a small mist blower was used for 

application to the foliage of trees-

(a) Oak looper and hemlock looper from B.C. 
In laboratory trials, these insects appeared 

to be susceptible. Feeding was inhibited in the first 

day, but onset of mortality was slow, peak being reached 

8 or 9 days after treatment of the foliage. 

(b) Hemlock looper, Parry Sound District, Ontario. 
A small infestation occurred on an island in 

Lake Joseph, Parry Sound District. Ho satisfactory 

statistical data obtained, but results were generally 

in line with the laboratory trials (a). 

(c) Black-headed budworm from B»C# 

In limited laboratory trials, the larvae of 

this species appeared to be susceptible. Larval 

feeding was inhibited after the first day, and 

cumulative mortality reached about 9Qfa in five days. 

A considerable number of older larvae placed on 

sprayed foliage pupated, even though feeding ceased 

on the treated foliage. About two-thirds of the 

resulting pupae produced moths. 

Further field trials, with daily observations and arrangements 

for adequate statistical information, are required before any 

recommendation can be made for wide-scale application. 



Review of Forest Insect Infestations in 1959* and Prospects for 

Commercial Control Operations in I960. 

1* Maritime Region 

Spruce budworm infestations in the Gaspe Peninsula and northern 

New Brunswick declined further due to natural causes in 1959» and 

there is no prospect of control operations in these regions in I960. 

The situation is quite different in central New Brunswick. The 

budworm infestations bordering the southern and eastern "boundaries 

of spraying operations of 1952-1958» did not decline during 1959» 

but rather.intensified in spite of rather high parasitism. Weather 

during the early part of the feeding period was conducive to rapid 

development and high survival. Heavy infestation in 1959 was more 

discontinuous than in earlier years of the outbreak, and more closely 

related to areas of concentration of mature balsam fir. The total 

area of moderate to severe infestation in i960 is forecast as 2.5 

million acres; the acreage of high hazard (areas in which tree 
mortality is likely to result from continued infestation in i960) 
aggregates some 1,4 million acres in Carleton, York, Sunbury, and 

Northumberland Counties, and about 0.2 million acres in Kent County, 

Owing to the relatively minor position of balsam fir in Kent County, 

and considerable injury caused by Melees piceae, the Forest Biology 

Division would not recommend spraying operations for budworm control 

in this region of high hazard. However, much valuable balsam fir 

occurs in the main region of high hazard, and consideration is now 

being given by the Government of Hew Brunswick and Forest Protection 

Limited to the need for spraying operations in I960. 

It should be noted: (l) that the Aoadia Forest Experiment Station 
falls in the area of high hazard; (2) a number of experimental areas where 
the biological control of Adelges pioeae through introduced predators 

is being studied, fall in the high hazard areas adjacent to Fredericton; 

(3) parts of the Southwest Miramichi River and the Cains River fall in 
the area of high hazard. 

2. Quebec 

No infestations considered for aerial control operations in I960, 

except Neodi-prion swainei infestations in Lake St. John region where 

aerial trials with a virus of this sawfly will be carried out by the 

Forest Biology Division. 

3. Ontario 

No plans for widespread aerial control operations. Small-scale 

cheiaical control operations in plantations in southern Ontario will 

undoubtedly be carried out by private owners and the Department of 

Lands and Forests. 

4» I-'Ianitoba - nil 

5. Saskatchewan and Alberta 

Rather small infestations of the forest tent caterpillar and the 

spruce budworm in the Cypress Hills may be sprayed by the Saskatchewan 

and Alberta governments. 



5« Saskatchewan and Alberta (cont'd) 

There is a possibility that forest tent caterpillar infestations 

in Prince Albert National Park may be sufficiently heavy to warrant 

control action in this resort area. 

Small infestations of Bruce spanworm on poplar in Alberta may be 

sprayed by private owners* 

6. British Columbia 

Interior: Infestations of the satin moth around resort camps 
in the Okanagan Valley may require spraying. "Phis would be liiaited 

at most to very small acreage. 

Coast; A nixed infestation of hemlock looper and green-striped 

forest Yooper in Stanley Park, Vancouver, may require spraying in i960. 
Spraying was carried out in 1959, hut no details arearailable. 

Black-headed budworm infestations on the wxeen Charlotte Islands 

are at high levels, particularly on Moresby Island. Aerial surveys 

in August indicated rather general light defoliation, with a number 

of scattered areas of greater concentration. Ground surveys were 

scheduled for early October, with particular attention being devoted 

to egg populations. It is expected that H. A. Richmond may have some 

further infor.-aation to report by October 1^-. 



APPENDIX VI 

Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying Operations 

A. Statement by the B.C. Loggers Association 

October 14, 1959 

The Forest Industry of British Columbia is greatly 

concerned over the problem of protecting forests and forest 

products from insect attack and the complicating problem of fish 

damage. 

That we will be faced with a large scale spraying 

programme in the future is certain. If we can offer no better 

means of control than the previously used DDT formulations the 

problem will be greater than ever. During this period between 

outbreaks, which may last for but one or several years we have a 

brief respite to attempt the development of some new approach to 

insect control or of some new and less harmful formulation of 

previously used chemicals. While the forest industry fully 

appreciates that the Government recognizes the issue and is de 

sirous of developing something toward this end we are concerned 

that there may not be a full appreciation of the magnitude or the 

urgency of the situation in B.C. The problem in British Columbia 

does not lend itself readily to comparisons with that of eastern 

Canada as experienced during the past budworm outbreak. There 

are marked differences both biologically and economically which 

should be borne in mind when appraising the British Columbia 

situation. 

Unlike those in the east, previous outbreaks on the 

west coast have been extremely violent and generally short lived. 

They have reached a peak after a few years of heavy feeding and in 

their final year have undergone a sudden collapse. Spray applied 

during that peak year has a good chance of protecting the forest 

with little fear of a recurrence of that particular outbreak. 

Applied control stands a good chance of success. 

Perhaps the most significant difference is in 

forest values. An average fir-hemlock stand on the coast of B.C. 

will average about 50 thousand feet board measure (100 cords) per 

acre. A typical spruce-balsam stand in eastern Canada will average 

about 12 cords per acre. These differences measured in stumpage 

values amount to about $450.00 per acre in favour of the B.C. forest. 

When based on pulp values the difference is more pronounced. An 

eastern stand of 12 cords per acre produces a value of $780.00. A 

western stand of 50 thousand f.b.m. per acre will produce over 

$6,000.00 per acre in lumber and pulp, a difference of more than 

$5,000.00. 

Economists have a rule-of-thumb evaluation by 

saying that for each dollar produced ten dollars are circulated 

through the nation's economy and the relativa tax return to the 

Canadian Government is in direct proportion to these values through 

corporation tax, income tax, sales tax on equipment and supplies, 

etc. 

At the -same time, the fisheries are another highly 

important industry in B.C., being valued in 1956 at $68 million dollars 

accounting for 43% of the market value of all fish caught in Canada. 
It is estimated that the total marked value of salmon landed by 

Canadian fishermen will increase under favourable conditions to 

$132 million by 1980. (B.C. Natural Resource Conference 1958), 

In the National interest, therefore, these are two 

highly important industries that must receive maximum protection. 
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The complexities of this problem were demonstrated 

in the last spraying programme on Vancouver Island against the 

black-headed budworm and we would expect a much more difficult 

situation if a similar programme should be undertaken at the present 

time. There seem to be two main problems. One, and most important, 

is the killing of fish and aquatic life, a problem already in the 

hands of the Fisheries; the other the matter of public sentiment. 

The latter seems to be an insurmountable hurdle. Many of the 

antagonists would seem to have pre-conceived opinions unwilling to 

change regardless of the evidence produced. Certain of the pressure 

groups openly hostile are well-meaning and honest individuals but 

incapable of understanding the full impact of the problem. In this 

group are many of the Indians, and certain fishermen and others. 

There are the extremists opposed to anything designed to curb the 

normal course of nature. When aroused all of these people recruit 

or convert followers and they through various representations to 

governing bodies, the press and others, can seriously affect the 

course of events. 

Within the public mind there will naturally be many 

shades of opinion. To those charged with the responsibility of 

administering these two resources, however, there should be unanimity 

of understanding. This is a problem of National interest and should 
be accepted as a mutual responsibility of both Forestry and Fisheries 

personnel. The Forest Industry in B.C. has been trying to develop 

this philosophy within its own ranks and has conscientiously tried 

to promote a spirit of confidence and understanding with the 

Department of Fisheries and the B,C. Game Branch. We are presently 

trying to evolve some kind of an over-all control in the use of 

chemicals on forest lands to avoid unnecessary damage with ensuing 

complications from chemicals improperly applied either through 

ignorance or indifference. 

To this end we feel there should be a clear state 

ment of policy from the Federal Government with respect to the use 

of chemicals on forest lands. Since a large scale programme involves 

months and possibly a year or more in its planning, we in the 

industry would like to know what should be done to fulfill our 

commitments, if any, what assurances can be given that the project 

can be completed and what safeguards can be given against pressure 

groups that could conceivably cause the discontinuance of a project. 

It is of fundamental importance to the Industry that there should 

be some method of final approval of the proposed project through the 

Head Office of the Depart.-nent of Fisheries in Ottawa, whose decision 

could be accepted as final and incontestable, so long as the 

stipulated terms are adhered to such decisions should be finalized 

in adequate time to permit proper planning. 

Despite all that we may do or plan, the simple fact 

remains that insects are ever present, ever-threatening, and sooner 

or later we must make a decision on control. At the present time 

indications point to a general increase in the budworm population 

in the Queen Charlotte Islands of British Columbia which may 

necessitate some form of applied control in I960, It is therefore 

of utmost importance to the Forest Industry of B,C. that all 

progress possible be made toward a solution of this problem. 
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(FO 730-1) 

Ottawa, October 15, 1959-

Memorandum for file 

Notes on meeting of 

Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying Operations 

October 14, 1959 

A report on experimental work with insecticides relating 

to both insects and fish, covering both the Forest Biology Division's 

and the Fisheries Research Board's studies in 1958 and 1959* is to 

be prepared and published jointly, probably under the auspices of 

the Fisheries Research Board. 

2« Experiments in New Brunswick in 1959> while they did not 

give quite as good results as in 1958, showed that £ pound of DDT 
in \ gallon per acre would probably give acceptable control against 

the spruce budworm if distributed uniformly enough,, The present 

Stearman spray equipment is deficient in this respect, but could 

be improvedj the Avenger is much better. One-quarter pound DDT 

per acre showed practically no effect on small fish and very little 

on aquatic insects* 

3. Malathion, although it showed up well in the laboratory, 

did not in the field. Of the insecticides tried to date, only 

DDT is definitely effective, 

4« The laboratory tests show that the oak looper (closely 
related to the hemlock looper) is six times as susceptible to 

DDT as is the spruce budworma 

5« Interesting but inconclusive results were obtained from 

preliminary tests of a new bacterial toxin used as an insecticide 

against defoliators* Nine publications on this subject were 

obtained from Dr. Prebble. This insecticide is now in about the 

same stage as DDT was in 1945. Further trials are to be made next 

year. 

6. Experimental studies of a virus against Swain's jack pine 

sawfly during the past three years are very promising, A gallon 

of water in which a few infected larvae are macerated is sufficient 

to spray an acre. 
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7. Dr. Prebble had received a telephone report that the 

Directors of Forest Protection Limited in Fredericton on October 
13th had authorized Mr. Flieger to make arrangements for spraying 

up to 2j million acres in I960* As the total high hazard area 
is only 1*6 million acres, this presumably means that preventive 

spraying will be done in moderate hazard areas to the south and 
southeast. The Forest Biology Division recommended against spray 

ing in Kent County where there is not much balsam fir and it is 

heavily infested by the balsam woolly aphid. 

8. It was further reported that the Fredericton meeting 

recommended using the same formulation as in previous years, that 
is \ pound DDT in j gallon per acre. Forest Biology would like 
to reserve from spraying some experimental plots relating to the 

balsam woolly aphid, near Fredericton. Forest Protection Limited 

is prepared to except the Cains River from spraying due to high 
salmon value. I said the Forestry Branch has no objection to^and 
is indeed in favour of,spraying the Acadia Forest Experiment 

Station„ 

9. Several large forest owners in Central New Brunswick will 

be asked to share in the cost with the original companies, but 

small owners and farmers will not be asked to contribute though 
it is understood that their forests will be sprayed and that they 

are generally in favour of it. 

10. It was agreed that after the minutes of today's meeting 

have been sent to Forest Protection Limited there should be a 
further meeting with representatives of Forest Protection Limited 

and of members of the Forest Biology Division and Fisheries 

Research Board from New Brunswick, This step was taken in view 
of the concern of the Fisheries Department and Fisheries Research 

Board on the matter. Dr. Pritchard reported that a follow-up 

of salmon runs in areas sprayed in 1954 and 1955 indicates 

generally reduced numbers. 

11. Mr, H. A. Richmond (representing the British Columbia 

Loggers Association) reported that there were several scattered 

areas of heavy black-headed budworm infestation in the central 
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part of the Qiieen Charlotte Islands, Sample analysis is not yet 
complete but it is likely that spraying operations will be under 
taken next summero However, no request for spraying has yet been 
made by the British Columbia Loggers, and nothing was said about 
asking for financial aid from the Dominion, Mr, Richmond 
recognizes the high value of fisheries in this area, 

12 The Minister of Fisheries has authority to prohibit the 
discharge of injurious effluents into any waters containing fish. 
So far this has not been invoked in any forest insect spraying 
operations, but the British Columbia forest industry is worried 
about its position,, Dro Pritchard indicated that, provided all 
reasonable precautions were taken, it was unlikely that any 

action would be taken by his Minister,* 

13. Mr. Mair of the Canadian Wildlife Service mentioned 
that he expects to have someone available in the next year or 
so to study depredations of wildlife on forest regeneration,, 

H.W..B, 
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CANADA 

DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

FOREST BIOLOGY DIVISION 

QUOTE FILE 
O T TAW A , CANADA 

October 28, 1959 

;/ /Mr* W. Wo Hair 

■/ / 
Mr, II, Wo Beall^ 

Dr<> J, Lo Kask 

This is just to let you know that in discussions 

with Mr. Hourston.on behalf of Dr. Pritchard, we have tentatively 

set November 10 p.m. as the time for the next meeting of the 
Interdepartmental Committee. I have sent out invitations to 

representatives of Forest Protection Ltd., the Sew Brunswick 

Department of Lands and Mines, and the Fredericton Forest 

Biology Laboratory. I believe Mr. Hours ton arid Dr. Kask 
will be extending invitations to representatives of the 

Fisheries Department and Fisheries Research Board. 

Would you kindly reserve the afternoon of JSoveraber 10 

for thia meeting. If there has to be a change of time X 

will be in touch with you. 

LP/kp 

Mo L» Pre'bble, 

Directorj 

Foreat Biology Division, 



CANADA 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

QFPVITF 

2ESEARCE BRAifCH 
FOREST BIOLOGY DIVISION 

QUOTE FILE OTTAWA, CANADA 

November 6, 1059 

MBMDRMDUM T0« 

3)r» A, k# Pritchard, Attention! Mr» Hourston 
Br. J. L, Kask 

8r, W. W# iSair 

Mr, H. W. Beall 

Through the kindness of Br. Cameron, Director of 

the Insect Pathology Besearoh Institute, I obtained a 

reference to Robert Fisher's article on Toxicology of the 

Microbial Insecticide, Thuricide, in reference to hazards 

to mammals. A photostat copy is attached as I thought 

you might like to review this matter before our meeting 
of November 10. 

By correspondence of October 23, Mr. Fisher also 
informed Dr. Cameron that tests with wild pheasants and 

"chucker^had shown complete laok of oral toxicity of the 
Thuricide for these birds. 

We expect to have some indication of costs 
before too long* 

This will serve as a reminder to Mr. Mair and to 

Brs. Kask and Prit chard that they propose to make some 

enquiries about the toxicity of the microbial insecticide 
to animals and fish. 

MiP/kp 
oc: Dr. Cameron 

M. L. Prebble, 

Director, 

Forest Biology Division. 

♦There seems to be some variation in spelling - also "Chukar1*. 

M.L.P* 



Persistence of B thunngitnsis in 

Blood of Mice Following Intraperi-

topeal Injection. Sixty white mice 

weighing 17 to 33 grams were assembled 

into six groups of 10 mice each. The 

animals Were held in wire cages and fed a 

standard laboratory mouse diet and 

water ad libitum Groups 1, 2, and 3 

were injected intrapcritoncally with 0.1 

ml. of a 24-ml. nutrient broth culture of 

B. ikuriVgUnsis. Groups 4, 5, and 6 were 

injected with 0.1 ml. of a 24-hour broth 

culture of B cereus, an organism which is 

generally considered as onpathogenic 

under most conditions and is morpholog 

ically related to B. thunngtensis This 

-organism -was included for comparative 

purposes *,* . 
-* .Blood samples,D.3 ml., were withdrawn 

by cardiac puncture from groups 1 and 4 

pigs defense mechanism, because injec 

tion of the broth cultures, caused no 

fatalities. 

Inhalation Toxioiy of B. thuringieniis 

Berliner in Mice. Inhalation toxidty 

was determined by placing 10 mice 

identified as Test Group 1, in an exposure 

chamber 30 X 30 X 30 cm. and dis 

persing Thuricidc with a powder blower 

by means of compressed air. The 

animals were subjected to four expo 

sures over a period of 6 days The dura 

tion of each exposure was 15 minutes, 

during which time 10 grams of sample 

were dispersed- Between exposures the 

animals were housed in wire cages and 

were fed laboratory mouse diet and 

water *ad libitum. The mice_ were 
weighed initially and at the end of the 

test Observations were made of their 

reaction in the exposure chamber as 

well as of their general well-being 

throughout the test period-

In order to determine -whether irrita 

tion to the lungs migii^xcsulC from the 
inhalation of jan^the^iri^rJin which the 

f^e^5ai^fe -was in-
ion of-Ae teat sample 

loclaYiiig and-another 

ttd to "the 

„. _ by cardiac puncture from groups 1 and 4 

^^•'-.^ftef ■2S^Jjojirs,_frpn^ group's 2 and 5 after 
- ' v^^dure, and from groups 3 and 6 after 72 

..Each blpojcU sample was plated 

'" *ld th 

igivcd^ iriL, eadu -The groups in- following methods, 
joctcd'with the slaht washings received J> " - < , " j 

l" ml. containing the growth, from one 
slawt'. ^AUj; "igectfons were intraperi-

^ l wer* observed for 

TJata arc shown 

****** »■*# wa4^> nm^L, iiui~ was anytVirulence 

developed by serial passage through mice. 

icgatiye. 

'•Thnricide ̂ in 
u^ofTJraize, 

cm-

',of tijc 

"twenty 

Massive doses of tbc microorganisms 

are required to overcome the guinea 

-from thp bL^-.^— _^ —,**, ^ ^ r 
ping. Thfc sample, was" tested by Uic 

"Injection'op a 0.1% Suspension' in 
Water. Injections Were^'m.idp, intra-
cutaneously:. using a 25-gage Jicedlc, 
Ten sensitizing doses were administered, 
by injectio^i, every other day for 3 weeks 
Sites of injection were at random over 

the backs and flanks. The first injection 

was 0.05 ml, while the other nine con 

tained 0.1 ml. each. Eight animals 
were used. 

Topical Application on Abraded 
Skin. Ten sensitizing applications were 
administered every other day for 3 

weeks. The abrasion for each applica 

tion was made, at random, on the backs 

and flanks The test material was applied 

with a powder blower, covered with an 
aluminum patch and taped in place 

The first application was approximately 
25 mg., while the other nine were 

approximately 50 mg eacii 

animaLs were used 

Eight 

Topical hAktjlioation to Intact 

Skin Ten applications were made in 
die same manner-as on the abraded skin, 
except that the Skin was left intact 

Four animals were^uscd 

Readings were taken 

the first application or injectid 

any initial allergenic 

denced by the development of i 

and/or wheal formation 

after the tenth application or injeqGpn-' 

the challenge injection or application 

was made in the region of the lower Sank, 

where no previous application had been 

made. The challenge dose was the same 

as that given in the first sensitizing dose. 

Twenty-four hours later readings were 

taken again for correlation with those 

obtained after the first injection or appli 

cation. 

Administration of Thuricide by injec 

tion or by application to abraded skin 

caused a slight erythema and edema, 

indicative of local irritation. There was 

no reaction from its application on^ntact 

skin There was no ..evidence of-any 

allergenic response ?>y any route "df ad 

ministration. ' * -

~ Inhalation ana IngesHSn. of^Thuri^ 
dde by Human Volmfteerf./VEighteen 
human subjects were -em^UiT^g^ this 
experiment. >Ul of theihHiyichials wfcre 

subjected to physical jan^abo'taj1— 
examinations immediaty 

start of the crpcri^S'ent. 

ingested 1 gram of djcj 
capsules "daily foF5 days v 

qral ingestion^ five ofjthe 

100 nig. of the powjder j. ^y 
Inhalation was from an inhaler device 

-.{Abbotea inhalator/ an§ bojfi.' ^dj-in-
gestioa and nasal inhalation wcrerused.pn 
alternate days . AtrUie.end<ijf.the^day 

'test period3 the subjects again «cf|ycd 
physical' ;and laboratory Examinations 

and again in 4 or 5"wp«k§ later. In 
addition to these tests, the individuals 

who inhaled the insecticide, ajso were 

subjected to x-ray examinations at the 

same intervals. ' •„ ^ 

The physical examinations included a 

detailed history and records of•» height, 
weight, temperature, blood pressure, 

respiratory rate, pulse rate immediately 

after exercise and 30 and 60 seconds 
thereafter, and vital capacity (in the in 

halation group). They also included 

evaluations of the genitourinary, the 

gastrointestinal, the cardiorespiratory, 

and the nervous sytcms Laboratory 

tests included routine urinalysis, with 

qualitative and quantitative (when indi 
cated) urobilinogen determination, com 

plete blood count, sedimentation rate, 

blood urea nitrogen, glucose, bihrubin, 

and thymol turbidity tests All of die 
subjects remained well during the course 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

S C IJLULGJL S &RV-LG E 

FOREST BIOLOGY DIVISION 

QUOTE FILE OTTAWA, CANADA 

Hov«rafeer 4, 1959 

Br. A. L. Pritohard, 

Attentiont Mr. W, R> 

%r« J. 1*. 

Mr, W, W. Hair 

Haeting of IntordapaiiHaontal Committee on 

10. 2»00 

I had a 'phono call froia Bruce Wright of 

Si F the KorthoaatGBa Wildlife Service, Froderiotoii, H*B,t q 

peraiaaion to attend the Treating nonet f&esday* IJha work of his 

Service isay fee influenced by the spraying program in How Brunswick 

in I960 and its would Ilka to be present dariag the diaousoions. 
I fraggeated that it would be quito in order for him to attend* 

I hope this meets with your approval. 

KLP/kp 

M. L. Pretoble, 

Director, 

Forest Biology 



November 10th, 1959 
Meeting of the 

Interdepartmental 
Committee on Forest 
Spraying Operations



NOTES ON A NEETING OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL 
COMMITTEE ON FOREST SPRAYING OPERATIONS 
held in the office of Dr. J. L* Kask 

at 2 p.m. - November 10, 1959. 

IN ATTENDANCE! 

Dr» M. L. Prebble 
Dr, J. J. Fettes 
Dr. F. E, Webb 

Dr. J. L. Kask 
Dr. C, J, Kerswill 

Dr, V. E. F. Solman 

Dr. W. E, Stevens 
Mr. H, W# Beall 

Mr, W, R, Hourston 

Dr. Rf R» Logie 
Mr. E# W. Burridge 

Mr. K, B. Brown 

Mr, B. S> Wright 

Mr. B. W. Flieger 

(Ottawa) 
(Ottawa) 
(Fredericton) 

(Ottawa) 
(St* Andrews) 

^Ottawa i 
pttawa, 

.Ottawa ( 

i 'Ottawa) 
^Halifax) 
^Ottawa) 

(Fredericton) -

(Fredericton) 

(Montreal) 

Forest Biology, 

Department of 

Agriculture, 

Fisheries Research 
Board of Canada« 

Department of 
Northern Affairs & 
National Resources* 

Department of 

Fisheries* 
h n • - ? 

New Brunswick 
Department of 

Lands & Mines* 

- Northeastern Wildlife 
Station, 

- Forest Protection Ltd, 

The Committee's Chairman, Dr* Prebble, opened the 
meeting by welcoming those who were not regular members. He 
stated that no agenda had been drawn up since the points to be 
discussedi were fairly clear cut* Before getting to the mam 
business of the meeting he referred to a recent meeting of the 
Pest Control Committee of the B, C. Loggers Association to con 
sider a tentative spray programme against the black-headed budworm 
in 1960 in the Queen Charlotte Islands. 

The hazard areas, of approximately 30,000 acres, are 
adjacent to Skidiget Inlet, Copper Bay and Cumshewa Inlet. In 
view of findings reported at the Interdepartmental Committee 

I on October 14f consideration was being given to spraying at a 
( concentration of % lb* of EDT per acre. 

Dr. Prebble commented that he was ^nxiQius to have a 
/test made in this area using the recently devekpped bacterial 
/toxin (Bacillus). 
[ 

Dr. Prebble called on Dr. Webb to review the spruce 
budworm situation in New Brunswick. Dr. Webb stated that a year 
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ago they had reported a decline in the main outbreak area, where 
spraying had been carried out in previous years; and while there 
was a residual budwo'rm population in the southern portion o£ the 
outbreak area, spraying was not considered essential in 1959* 
No operational spraying was done in 1959, However in central 
New Brunswick conditions had been favourable for the budworm 
and feeding heavy in 1959$ egg counts were high this fall. He 
added that the egg pattern was unique in that the boundaries were 
quite distinct. In the high hazard areas another year of feeding 
would result in tree mortality. The high hazard areas have clear 
cut boundaries. 

A brief discussion followed on the relationship between 
preventive spraying and high hazard spraying. Mr, Brown remarked 
that with the present density pattern of egg deposition^it had 
been considered necessary to recommend preventive spraying in 
some areas in 1960 to eliminate the need for a control programme 

in 1961f 

Mr. Flieger explained that the boundaries of the spray 

area shown on the map had been decided at the meeting of the 
Advisory Committee of Forest Protection Ltd* which is made up 
of representatives of the Provincial government and the Forest 
Industry. This spray programme was then presented to and agreed 
on by the directors of Forest Protection Ltd* 

It was explained by Mr. Brown that the area to be . 
sprayed is one-third Crown land, one-third small private holdings 
and one-third large private holdings. 

Or, Prebble stated that with the above as background 

the meeting should now deal with the problems arising from the 
prospects of a I960 spray programme. The Chairman then called 

on Mr, Wright for comment. 

Mr, Wright explained that a number of wildlife study 
areas are located just inside the southern boundary of the spray 
area. He reviewed the projects involving woodcock, ducks and 
ruffed grouse explaining that his budget and programme for I960 
studies are settled. He pointed out that the direct effect of 
DDT on these birds had not been studied? however for a short 
period during their early life they feed exclusively on insects. 
Since spraying would eliminate the insects there would likely 

be heavy losses through starvation. He. asked that serious con 
sideration be given to omitting the wildlife study areas from 
the overall spray area, (Full statement attached as Appendix I), 

Dr, Webb in reply to a question from Dr. Solman 

explained that exempting a small area would lessen the effective 
ness of the programme and could necessitate additional spraying 
in the following year. 
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A .discussion followed on the destruction of insects in 
the area and the effect on ducks. 

With reference to the Acadia Forest Experiment^Station 
Mr Beall stated that the Forestry Branch would like to see the 
cation area sprayed to keep the trees alive, to permit the 
continuation of their work on growth and yield. 

Dr Prebble advised that a request had been received 
from the Director of the Experimental Farm of the Canada Depart-
men? of Agriculture, for the exemption of the farm and a protective 
bfnd around the property. He added that the Forest Biology Division 
haTa number of plots soith of the Saint John River, in the pro-
noied Sv area, where studies on introduced predators of Ariglqes. 
SleLarlbling carried out. A discussion followed on possible 
^5f?f dealing9with these proposed exemptions. te.Plieger 
pointed out that it was dangerous to leave u^prayed patches 
within the hazard area. He added that since the Aplala&a plots 
are on the perimeter of the spray area they could be omitted 
without a great risk to the programme. 

Dr, Prebble asked Dr. Kask if he or Mi;. Hours ton would 
review the fisheries problems. Dr. Kask asked Mr. Hourston to 

lead off. 

Mr Hourston stated that the Department of Fisheries 
was very pleased with the information on Infestations provided 
by the Interdepartmental Committee. He continued that through 
the Committee other insecticides and lower concentrations of 
DDT haTbeen tested in the field. These field studies showed 
that M lb. of DDT per acre could effect control of the budworm 
without appreciable damage to fish* 

Mr. Hourston referred to the proposed spray programme 

which had been announced at the October meeting of this Committee. 
He produced a tracing showing the location of salmon streams m 
the spray area. He stated that since it is a known fact that 
£ lb. DOT per acre will kill fish no effort would be made by 
fishery agencies to assess the damage if this concentration is 
used%e"9added that the alternative of V lb. DDT per acre should 
be considered for use in the entire spray area. If this concen 
tration is used the fishery agencies would undertake an assess 
ment programme. He then stated that if the alternative was not 
flvou?ably considered, in view of the fact that Federal funds 
were involved, the matter would be put before the Minister of 
Fisheries for consideration by the Government. 

In reply to a question by Dr. Kask, Mr. Beall stated 
that the cost of such spray programmes is divided equally be 
tween the Federal and Provincial Governments and the forest 

industry. 
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Dr Kask inquired as to who decides on the concentration 
to be used. Dr. Prebble stated that to date it has been a rule of 
thumb developed from earlier work done in Ontario and Quebec. In 
reolv to Dr. Kaskfs question on who would decide on the concentra 
tion to be used in I960, Dr. Prebble stated that the proposed 
concentration had not been changed from the previous New Brunswick 

programmes* 

A discussion followed on the development of the concen 
tration now used. Dr. Prebble stated that the Forest Biology 
Division is responsible for infestation surveys., population studies, 
and assessment of hazard; and has assisted in calibration of air 
craft, in scheduling of spraying operations in relation to pneno-
loqical development, etc. To date,the Division had ndt recommended 
a change in concentration of the spray formulation. He added 
that the Forest Biology Division is not a member of Forest Pro 
tection Limited, but supplies information and acts in an advisory 

capacity. 

Dr. Kask asked what concentration is proposed for the 
I960 programme. Mr. Flieger stated that insecticide had been 
ordered and it was proposed to formulate and apply the spray in 
the concentration and dosage used in Previous years ^ pound 
DDT per % gallon per acre). Dr. Kask stated that the would like 
to see a firm recommendation from the Committee that the proposed 
programme be carried out at a concentration of XA lb. of DDT per 

acre* 

At the request of Dr.. Prebble, Dr. Fettes reviewed the 
results of the 1958 and 1959 field trials. He stated that none 
of the other insecticides tested were as effective as DDT. In 
1958 good control resulted using % lb- DDT per gallon per acre. 
He added that in the 1959 programme a lower volume was used 
(14 lb, / % gallon / acre). This was established to be a lethal 
concentration giving as good control as the higher concentration. 
He added that the plots were small and the results may or may not 
be applicable to a large scale 'project. He recommended that the m 
% lbi/*£ gallon/acre be used in one watershed in I960 where fisheries 
studies could be carried out to compare the effects with the £ lb, 
per % gallon per acre. 

Dr. Webb added that the use of the M lb» p^r % gallon 
per aare could necessitate respray and might result in forest kill 
from continuing budworm defoliation. A lengthy discussion followed 
on the effect of the spray on salmon stocks, the difference between 
small plots and large spray areas. 

Dr- Kask suggested that since the resources belong to 
the people of Canada perhaps the spraying might be undertaken b 
the two governments,. 



Discussion continued on the factors controlling the 
effectiveness of the spray on budworms. Dr. Fettes illustrated 
various points by presenting data from the 1959 field tests. 
Dr. Prebble stated that effectiveness obviously depended on 
recovery, at a near ground level, of a sufficient density of 
lethal droplets? and that the 1958 and 1959 trials appeared to 
show convincingly that with good coverage, the droplets from 
a formulation of M lb. DDT per Yi gallon produced an acceptably 
high budworm mortality. Since there appeared to be concern 
about the wisdom of reducing the DDT concentration, the data 
should be set forth in greater detail. Dr. Fettes stated that 
there were a number of statistical problems involved in analysing 

the data. 

Dr. Prebble stated that his group will have the data 
analysed by Monday (November 16), He added that if the data, 
when presented more fully than hitherto, confirm the effective 
ness of the lower concentration in producing budworm mortality* 
Dr Kask's recommendation would have to be supported. It was 
important to note that use of an effective but reduced spray 
concentration would not alter other variables in the spraying 
operation, e.g. meteorological conditions, flying pattern, 
dosage per acre, etc. If the lower concentration was effective 
in 1958 and 1959, the prospects of obtaining satisfactory results 
in I960 operations should not be lessened. 

The Chairman stated that there were three decisions to be 

made: 

Mr. Wright's Proposal for area exemption. 
Department of Agriculture's proposal for 

area exemption. 
(3) Concentration of the operational spray. 

Dr. Logie asked for an exemption of a band along the 
Saint John River. Mr. Flieger indicated that the river would 
not be sprayed directly. 

Mr. Flieger stated that he would like a copy of the 
complete data from the field trials. Dr. Prebble agreed to 
supply these data. 

The meeting adjourned at 5:45 p.m., with the under 
standing that the Committee would be cabled together in the very 
near future to consider recommendation^ re proposed exemptions 
and concentration of the operational spray. 

E. W. Burridge, 

Protem Secretary# 
Interdepa rtmenta1 Committee 
on Forest Spraying Operations. 

Ottawa, 

November 17, 1959. 

Attach: Appendix I. 



APPENDSCI 

Remarks to the Interdepartmental Committee 
fln, Forest Sprayirid 0p6rationfir November 10^ 

by 

Bruce S. Wright, Director, 
Northeastern Wildlife Station, 

University of New Brunswick, 
Fredericton, N. B. 

I want to point out to you some aspects of your programme that 
impinge upon my field-terrestrial wildlife. 

Woodcock 

New Brunswick is second only to Michigan as a woodcock 
producing State or Province on this continent. The highest count 
of sinaina male woodcock ever recorded anywhere was made on the 
RichibScto Toll area of Sunbury County. This is our Noonan Study 
Area.and we have nest and brood density figures for it that+have 
not beln duplicated anywhere else. The census here was started m 
1940, the oldest in the Province, and is part of the annual con 
tinental count. You are now planning to spray this area. 

In 1958 I showed that there is a statistically signifi 
cant decrease in the number of young woodcock produced in the 
sprayed areas of New Brunswick than in any of the other breeding 
grounds in southern New Brunswick, Maine, Massachusetts, and 
Minnesota. None of these other areas were sprayed. 

This past summer the Massachusetts Wildlife Research 
Unit has carried out a series of tests to determine the tolerance 
of woodcock to DDT. The tests show that woodcock are very tolerant 
of DDT as far as direct poisoning is concerned. The effec^ °n 
?he reproductive rate, and upon chicks, ^as not yet been measured. 
All birds tested so far were full grown. This project is con 

tinuing , 

The collection of wings for age and sex analysis in 
the northern sprayed zone was continued this year. The material 
is in the process of working up now. The age trend in this area 
will be followed closely and compared with the control areas to 
the south ~ at least that was the plan.. Now I learn, from a 
airlat a cocktail party, that you are going to spray my control 
freal this summer/ I would hai, appreciated being told before a 
decision was reached. It makes a difference in my budget. 

. 2 
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foiffed Grouse 

New Brunswick is just emerging from a low of the grouse 
cycle. The increases are spotty„ but the nadir has been passed. 

The sole food of young grouse for the first month of 
their lives is insects. You are planning a drastic reduction 
in insects over some 214 million acres of some of the best grouse 
habitat in New Brunswick — and during the month of June when 
the grouse nests hatch. 

The ruffed grouse is the most important upland game 
bird in New Brunswick as judged by the number of hunters seeking 
it. This drastic reduction in the food supply of the chicks at 
a time when densities are very low cannot help but retard the 
recovery of the species. This will be particularly important 
to the hunters as the area to be sprayed is .in the zone of maximum 

hunting pressure. 

Ducks 

The most important duck breeding areas in New Brunswick 
is the Saint John Estuary and the Grand Lake Watershed. Porto-
bello Stream, Indian and French Lakes, and the Sheffield Intervale 
are the scene of waterfowl surveys, part of the continental water 
fowl inventory, which have been made annually since 1945. The 
feeder streams leading into Portobello Stream and Indian and French 
Lakes are primary roaring cover heavily used by all local breeding 

ducks, 

The continental waterfowl population is at a low ebb, 

and the Maritimes generally are also down. The only bright spot 
in the picture last year was the Grand Lake region of New 
Brunswick. Here predator control has been used experimentally 

for two years with excellent results. It is planned to extend 
this control next year. 

The sole food of ducklings for thevfiLrst two weeks of 
their lives is insects and their larvae — particularly aquatic 
insects. These are mainly consumed when the ducklings are in 
the primary rearing cover, the small streams.and ponds of the 

bush country above the flood level of the large lakes. This 
period is from mid-May until the end of July for most species. 
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A large scale reduction in insects at this time might 
well cancel out any beneficial effects of the predator control 
campaign, and completely defeat any effort to evaluate this 
project* It also would be generally detrimental to the recovery 
of local breeding ducks in his heavily shot region. 

I think I have said enough to make my point that j/\LL 
natural resources must be considered in making a decision such 
as this. In this instance, for the second time in a row, the 
terrestrial wildlife values have apparently been ignored — or 
at least the persons most concerned with them have not been 

consulted. 

In closing I would like to ask if even now a plea 
for the exclusion from the spray programme of the watersheds 
of the brooks draining into Portobello Stream, French Lake, and 
Indian Lake in Sunbury County might be entertained. This area 
would include both the duck breeding areas, and the Noonan 

Study Area so important to our woodcock research programme. 

Thank you. 

* 
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DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

SCIENCE SERVICE 

RESEARCH BRANCH 

FOREST BIOLOGY DIVISION 

QUOTE FILE 

OTTAWA, CANADA 

November 16, 1959 

Mr. H. W. Beall, 

Chief, Forestry Operations Division, 

Forestry Branch, 

Dept. of Northern Affairs & National Resources, 

Motor Bldg., 

238 Sparks St., 

Ottawa, Ont. 

Dear Mr. Beall: 

I wonder if you would be good enough to bring to the meeting 

of the Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying Operations, 
November 23, a map of the Acadia Forest Experiment Station of such 

a scale that it will be possible to see to what extent there are 

conflicts of interest between the Forestry Branch in its desire to 
have the Station sprayed, and of the Northeastern Wildlife Station 

which wishes to have the headwaters of streams flowing southward 

into Grand Lake exempted. 

I have also written to Mr. Wright and Dr* Webb, and to Mr. 

Hourston, to have maps submitted, showing other areas proposed for 

exemption. 

With thanks, 

Yours sincerely, 

MLp/kp 

M# L. Prebble, 

Director, 

Forest Biology Division. 



VOUR PILB HO. 

OUR FILE NO. 

FORESTRY BRANCH 

CANADA 

DEPARTMENT 

OP 

NORTHERN AFFAIRS and NATIONAL RESOURCES 

P. 0. Box , 

Fredericton, N, B* 

ADDRESS REPLY TO 

FOREST RESEARCH DIVISI 

Dr. D, R. Redmond, 

Chief, Forest Research 
Division, 

Forestry Branch, 

Dept. N,A. and N.R«, 

OTTAWA, Ontario. 

November 19, 1959. 

Sir: 

C* 

cludts 

letter of November 13, I am attaching two 

3SSF 2. 

S^3 
projects M.205, 206, 304, 308, and 321. 

Yours faithfully, 

/Jr C-

G, C. Cunningham, 

for/District Forest Officer, 

Att. 



Fredericton, N» B» 

November 19, 1959. 

MEMO TO MR. G.C. CUHMINGHAM: 

The relative amounts of the various cover,*£* JW^ET" 
I 

attached* 

Table 1 shows that stands composed principally 

woods and. hardwoods. 

These figures vould ^dioate that there is a low average 

species ignored, is about 21 I . 

</\ • • -" • ■■' 

E. L« Hughes. 
Att* 



Table 
1. Distribution of Cover Types by Age Classes*, todia Forest Experiment 

Station. 

Classes 

Over 61 

40-60 

Less 

than 

AD 

Softwood Type 

Mainly s Mainly 

Spruce • Fir 

10.1 7.0 

22*3 9.4 

2.5 0-4 

Mixedwood 

7.1 

21.3 

2.9 

_ , , : Total Softwood 
Hardwood . (Spruce & Fir 

0.8 

11.7 

17.1 

31.7 

2.9 

Total 

25.0 

64.7 

10.3 

'calculated from the proportion of line plots falling i* each condition. 
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THE GOVERNMENT OF 

THE PROVINCE OF NEW BRUNSWICK 

o-

DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND MINES 

FREDERICTON. N, B.. CANADA 

November 19, 1959. 

20i959 

Mr. H. W. Beall 

Chief 
Forest Operations Division | 

Forestry Branch fl1 
Dept. of Northern Affairs x 

and National Resources 

Ottawa, Canada 

Dear Mr. Beall: 

I am enclosing a copy 

of a letter going forward to Malcom Prebble 

on the subject of the aerial spraying 

operation. 

Yours very truly. 

KBB/hg 

Enc. 

K. B. Brown 

Executive Assistant 

_J 



DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND MINES 
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Dr. Ma L. Prebble 

to our principals that & f*i* i 
of inaeotioidies Gontaini^ less than 1 
operating oonditlone, provided tiiftt ad . 
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SUMMARY OF A MEETING OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL 

COMMITTEE ON FOREST SPRAYING OPERATIONS HELD 

IN THE OFFICE OF DR. A.L.PRITCHARD, DEPARTMENT 

OF FISHERIES AT 2:30 P.M.. NOVEMBER 23. 1959-

In attendances 

Dr. M.L. Prebble - Forest Biology Division, 

Dr. J.J. Fettes - Department of Agriculture. 

Mr. W.W. Mair - Department of Northern 

Mr. H.W. Beall - Affairs & National Resources. 

Dr. J.L. Kask - Fisheries Research Board. 

Mr. W.R. Hourston - Department of Fisheries. 

Mr. E.W. Burridge - Department of Fisheries,, 

As agreed at the meeting of November 10, the Committee met 
to discuss the detailed analysis of the field trial data which had 

been prepared by Dr. Fettes - (Attached as Appendix I). The 
Committee also reviewed the matter of DDT concentration in relation to 
the fisheries resource and the matter of exemptions of wildlife, for 
estry and agricultural research areas. 

The Committee accepted the additional evidence provided 
by Dr. Fettes as supporting the conclusion that adequate budworm 

control could be effected by 6.25 percent concentration of DDT at 
the normal operational dosage per acre, provided that the spray 
application is carefully carried out. : 

After due consideration of all factors concerned the 
Committee agreed to three recommendations, two of which related 
to the fisheries problem and one to the matter of area exemptions. 
These are attached as Appendix II. 

The Committee having received representations from the 
Federal Forestry Branch regarding the long-term research activities 
at the Acadia Forest Experiment Station and the need to protect 
this area from injury, approved the inclusion of that Station in. 
the operational spray program for 1960, consistent with recommenda 
tions (1) and (2). 

Meeting adjourned at 5j15 p.m. 

E.W# Burridge, 

Protem Secretary, 

Ottawa, Ontario. Interdepartmental Committee on 
November 25, 1959, . Forest Spraying Operations. 

Attach: App: I - II. 



APPENDIX I 
RESULTS OF THE 1958 AND 1959 AIRPLANE SPRAY TRIALS 

A&AINST THE SPRUCE BUDWOBM IN NEW BRUNSWICK 

Report to the Inter-departmental Committee on forest Spraying 

Operations, November 23, 1959-

At the Committee Meeting of November 10th, 1959. several 

pertinent questions vrere raised about the effectiveness of DDT con 

centrations lower than those currently used in the spray operations 

against spruce budworm in New Brunswick. Since parallel studies on 

aquatic fauna, done by the personnel of the Fisheries Research Board, 

showed that emitted dosages of -^ lb. DDT per acre were much less harm 

ful to aquatic fauna than higher dosages, serious consideration was 

given to making recommendations for the reduction of DDT dosages in 

future spray operations. A more critical examination of the data 

obtained from the 195^ and 1959 spray trialB is presented below to 

clarify the brief report presented to the Committee, October lU, 1959. 

The data from which the graphs and subsequent conclusions were drawn 

are appended. 

Many sources of variation inherent in this type of study must 

be considered in the interpretation of the data. For the most part, the 

sources of variation cannot be controlled and must become a part of 

the results. For this reason, masses of data from specific treat 

ments have been pooled so that variations deriving from uncontrolled 

sources will tend to off-set one another. 

The bulk of uncontrolled variation falls into two categories! 

(l) Variability in larval samples? 

a) A great variation in the number of shootB per unit 
branch length influences the measurement of larval 

density. 
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t>) The distribution of larvae throughout a tree or a plot 

is variable bo that any one branch sample may differ 

greatly from the mean for the plot. 

c) The systematic selection of branch samples may 

include branches which were screened from the 

spray or, conversely, received greater than 

normal dose. 

(2) Variability in spray deposit samples? 

a) The physical behaviour of a spray cloud 

falling from an aircraft is variable, producing 

irregular dosages at the target level. A deposit 

sample card placed in an opening in the forest may 

be screened by a dense tree upwind. It is important 

to note that the deposit and biological samples are 

spatially separated. 

b) Effects of meteorological factorss 

(i) When a temperature inversion is present, the 

spray cloud will be drawn into the forest in 

its entirety, including the tiny droplets which, 

while effective, do not contribute to the volume 

deposit figures. When a temperature lapse is 

present, the opposite is usually true, that is, 

the air is turbulent and buoyant and small droplets 

will not be deposited. 

(ii) Evaporation, increasing with higher temperature, 

may sufficiently decrease the size of smaller droplets 

to prevent their deposition. 

The series of trials of 1958 and 1959 were designed to determine the 

effectiveness of several insecticides, including DDT. Insecticides Korlan, 

Sevin, DDD and Malathion showed little promise as substitutes for DDT. 

Consequently, only the results of the DDT spray plots are presented here 

The concentrations and dosages of DDT used were? 

1$ per gallon per acre - full strength (l2j# DDT) 

Y per gallon per acre - Jmlf^stoength (6-q$ DDT) 

J per gallon per acre - one quarter strength (3 l/8$ DDT) 

J per -^ gallon per acre - full strength (l£|$ DDT) 

■jL per -g- gallon per acre - ha^f_s£rength (6^$ DDT) 

In an extensive study of DDT application in 10$ oil solution 

on spruce budworm-infested forests, carried out in collaboration with the 

Defence Eesearch Board, an analysis of a large body of data showed that 
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the number of spray drops per unit area was the most useful criterion 

for judging dosage effectiveness (Suffield Heport, No. 176, October,1953» 

see curve in Fig.l). The data from the 195^ and 1959 experiments as 

plotted in Fig. 1 agree with the "Suffield" curve and portray the same 

relationship between drop deposit density and budworm control. Several 

significant observations can be made from Fig.l! 

(l) The results of the 1958 trials are generally some-

\i;hat better than those of the 1959 trials. 

(2) The full strength dosages (l*/gal/acre) in 1958 
produced mortalities equivalent to, if not superior, 

to the Suffield results. 

(3) The ■£ strength dosages (-g^/gal/acre ££ -qr 
produced mortalities comparable to that of full strength 

dosages at equivalent deposit densities* with the exception 

of Line A, of Plot 5» 1959* on which the results were erratic. 

(H) -5- strength DDT produced larval mortalities somewhat lower 

than those produced by higher concentrations, at equivalent 

deposit densities. 

(5) In general, 10 or more drops per square centimeter of a 
concentration of &0> DDT, i.e. -^ strength, should give an 
average of $0$ control; whereas about 18 drops per square 
centimeter would be needed to effect the same control with 

a concentration of 3 l/8$, i.e. ■£ strength. 

In a spray operation, it may be desirable to predetermine the 

final mortality early enough to re-spray or make some change in formulation, 

Consequently, the data were again graphed to show the relationship beWeen 

cumulative mortality and time after spray date. Fig. 2 indidates that 

about 75$ of the total mortality should occur within two days. There 

fore, the success or failure of a treatment could be judged within two 

days of the spray application. 

Ottawa, Ontario James J.Fettes, 

November 23, 1959- Chemical Control Section. 
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PLOT 1. 1258 DDT Q& #/Gal/acre 

2 .38 lU.l 0 

k .33 1U.2 0 

6 .55 15.3 0 

8 .U3 16.3 .003 

10 .U9 16.2 0 

12 .50 11.9 0 

Ik .140 8.1 0 

16 .85 13.5 0 

18 .65 1M-.2 0 

20 .1+6 7.6 .010 

.O63 100 AV. .50 13.1 .0015 .080 98.I 

TOTAL .51+ 11.9 .0018 .073 98 



.129 91.5 98.6 

LINE A. LINE B-

.064 97.7 



PLOT 5 1958 DDT 



1959 DP? 3 1/gfl (3.64ff actual) 

JUNE gi5 = SPRAY DATE * 13 DAYS _ 
ftale. Drops Larval Density PerGals. Drops Larval Density Per 
per per Obser- Expect- Cent per per Obser- Expects Cent 

Sta. Acre cm2 ved ed Control Sta. Acre, cm .. ved ed Control 

LINE A 
LINE B+. 

.12U 9g 

(June 24 78) 

LIKE A B -

1 .I19 15.1+ 0 1 .07 8.4 0 

2 .57 20.7 0 3 <-o4 3.U .0U3 

3 .50 22.7 0 5 <.o4 8.3 .016 

4 .51 23.0 0 7 <-04 18.4 .050 

5 .42 19.9 .010 8 <,04 22.0 .013 

6 .43 17.6 .068 10 <.o4 5.2 .093 

7 .72 21.0 .125 12 1.40 92.0 0 

g .87 32.1 0 13 0 

9 .66 34.7 0 14 0 

10 .33 17.8 .03^ 15 0 

.550 22.5 .020 .124 84 . .022 .124 82 

(June 24 91) 22.5 (June 24 53) 

Deleting Sta. 12 10.9 .03§ .124 71 

TOTAL .30 14.6 .017 .124 86 (TOTAL June 24 = 78& . -• '. 



PLOT 2. 1959 DDT (1O.83# actual) f#/|Gal/Acre 

Av. .27 12.0 .019 .124 85 

Corrected 90 * 

LINE A. LINE B-

1 

2 

3 

5 

7 

8 

10 

11 

13 
14 

Av. .18 10.0 .015 .124 88 

Corrected 93 

* Mortality approx. 95$ complete in 6 days (see Fig, z) 

Total .23 14.3 .012 .124 90 

Dosages A + 9, 11, 12, 13 obtained by matching with line B 

Dosage A + 10 is mean of 9 & 11 

Dosage B - 8 is mean of B - 6 & 10 

Density Average is computed 

from 

Total Larvae 

Total Shoots 



AV.10 7-5 .073 .073 50 

LIKE B 

AV.lU 8.5 .010 010 93 

TOTAL .031 79 



PLOT 6. 1959 DDT 3 l/8# (4.79# actual) ^/Gal/Acre 

93 

90 

88 



APPENDIX II 

RECOMMENDATIONS OF THE INTERDEPARTMENTAL 

COMMITTEE ON FOREST SPRAYING OPERATIONS 

WITH REFERENCE TO THE PROPOSED I960 NEW 

BRUNSWICK DDT SPRAY OPERATION. 

"The Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying 
Operations having studied the report on experimental spray op 

erations against spruce budworm in New Brunswick in 195S and 

1959 as presented by Dr. Fettes under date of November 23, 1959, 
accepts the evidence that a uniformly applied spray of 6!$ DDT 
at one-half gallon per acre yielding a droplet density of 10 or 

more drops per square centimeter at ground level produces as 
S-atisfactory budworm control as higher concentrations of DDT 

spray at the same droplet density* The Committee also has ex 
perimental evidence of the lesser hazard to fish and other aquatic 
life resulting from reduced concentrations of DDT in aerial sprays. 
The Committee therefore recommends -

(1) that half strength DDT spray 
be employed as the operational spray 

for control operations to be carried 
out in New Brunswick in I960; 

(2) that if there are restricted portions 
of the proposed spray area on which 
full strength (12^) should, in the 
opinion of the New Brunswick govern 

ment, be employed,that the areas to 
be so treated be a matter of negotia 

tion between the New Brunswick 

government and the Department of 

Fisheries* 

The Committee, having received representations from the 
Northeastern Wildlife Station for the exemption from the area to 
be sprayed of the long-term water fowl and woodcock study area 
from the Richibucto Road south to the Saint John Rivex and east to 
Indian Lake, and from the Department of Agriculture for the ex 
emption of the Experimental Farm property south of the Saint John 

River near Fredericton and adjacent territory in which long-term 
studies of introduced predators of the Balsam Woolly Aphid are 
being carried out, recognizes the value of the long-term research 
being conducted and therefore recommends -

(3) that these agencies negotiate directly 
with the Government of New Brunswick 
regarding these claims for exemption". 



Harrisoa/tf 

\ E. A. Cdte 

J»D*B* Harrison, 

Confidential 

Spruce Budworra Spraying, 

Forestry Brand 

Hov.24/59* 

I am attaching a memorandum from Tflr# Beall 
covering agreement reached at the meeting of the 
Interdepartmental Coias&ttee on Fore art Spraying Operations 
held yesterday afternoon. You will note that it was 
agreed that the i pound of D*P,$. per acre formula was 
to be used as a standard dosage, with certain areas sub 
ject to negotiation re use of £ pound* Ho representative 
of Forest Protection or lew Brunswick was present at the 
meeting* 

2* 0?he copy of your Aide Biemoire to the Minister 
on this subject has just come to my attention* and it 
seems to cover the subject very well* However, the 
indication on page 2 that "Quebec forces the industry 
to pay 100 per cent11 is not in accordance writfo the 
information we have* I believe Quebec pays half the 
cost* 
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Dr. J.D.B, Harrison 

H* W. Beall 

Interdepartmental Conmittee on Forest 3ov« 24, 1959 

At * Meeting yesterday* the Gommittss ga*e detailed consideration 

to tho attaohed report by Sir* Fettea oa spraying trials of D.D«T« against 

the apruoe budworm in Sew Br unewio Jr la 1SB8 and 1959* The followteg otate-

mant w« agreed to« 

Interdepartmental Coaaalttae on Forest graying 

Operationa, having atudlvd the report on eacparinantal 

operatiooi againat the appucw budwarn In Warn Braxunriok la 

2968 ami 1959 «b presented by Or* Fette* wo&or date of 

Hovember 23, 1969, aooepts the evidenoe that ft uniformly 

applied spray of € %/^Cwt at owe«ho1f gallon pop aon 
yielding a droplet density of 10 or BBBre drops per square 

easttoetar at groual level produces aa satiaf aetory bcd-wora 

control at hi^ier oonoentratiosa of WS mpnp at Ohm aaaa 

droplet density* The 0oanltt«« aleo ha* experimental evidenoe 

of the looser hasard to flah and other aquatic life resulting 

from reduced eanoeotrations of WT in aerial sprays* The 

Comzdttee therefore reooumondsi (1) that half<«s1»>e]agth DDT 

spray (6 3/$0 °« en^loyed as the operational spray for control 
operations to be carried out la Sew Brunsviok in I960} (Z) that 

if there are restr&otod^portions of the nroposod oproy aros> os 

whioh fall strengtts (123^) should in the opinion of the How 

Brunswiok government bo conployed* the areas to bo so treated 

bo a matter of negotiation betvsen the Hew BrtmoBlok %/tmrmmfc 

ami too Department of Flshorles*" 

Zm Those reeoBmendatloas will bo aubmlttod to the £Hulster of 

Fisheries imasdiately for transaaittsl to the ££taister of Lands and Eiines, 

Hew fflnmswiok, la view of the need for aotios on reeoosaendation (2)m 
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b) The distribution of larvae throughout a tree or a plot 

is variable so that any one branch sample may differ 

greatly from the mean for the plot. 

c) The systematic selection of branch samples may 

include branches which were screened from the 

spray or, conversely, received greater than 

normal dose. 

(2) Variability in spray deposit samples! 

a) The physical behaviour of a spray cloud 

falling from an aircraft is variable, producing 

irregular dosages at the target level. A deposit 

sample card placed in an opening in the forest may 

be screened by a dense tree upwind. It is important 

to note that the deposit and biological samples are 

spatially separated. 

b) Effects of meteorological factors? 

(i) When a temperature inversion is present, the 

spray cloud will be drawn into the forest in 

its entirety, including the tiny droplets which, 

while effective, do not contribute to the volume 

deposit figures. When a temperature lapse is 

present, the opposite is usually true, that is, 

the air is turbulent and buoyant and small droplets 

will not be deposited.. 

(ii) Evaporation, increasing with higher temperature, 

may sufficiently decrease the size of smaller droplets 

to prevent their deposition. 

The series of trials of 1958 and 1959 were designed to determine the 

effectiveness of several insecticides, including DDT. Insecticides Korlan, 

Sevin, DDD and Malathion showed little promise as substitutes for DDT. 

Consequently, only the results of the DDT spray plots are presented here. 

The concentrations and dosages of DDT used were: 

1* per gallon per acre - full strength (I2j# DDT) 

$ per gallon per acre - half_stren£th (&$# DDT) 

£- per gallon per acre - one quarter strength (3 l/g$ DDT) 

•J* per i gallon per acre - full strength (l2-j# DDT) 

i* per £ gallon per acre - ha^f_stren£th (6J# DDT) 

In an extensive study of DDT application in 10$ oil solution 

on spruce budworm-infested forests, carried out in collaboration with the 

Defence Research Board, an analysis of a large body of data showed that 
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the number of spray drops per unit area was the most useful criterion 

for judging dosage effectiveness (Suffield Beport, No. 176, October,1953, 

see curve in Fig.l). The data from the 195^ and 1959 experiments as 

plotted in Fig. 1 agree with the "Suffield" curve and portray the same 

relationship between drop deposit density and budwonn control. Several 

significant observations can be made from Fig.Is 

(1) The results of the 1958 trials are generally some 

what better than those of the 1959 trials. 

(2) The full strength dosages (l^/gal/acre) in 195? 
produced mortalities equivalent to, if not superior, 

to the Suffield results. 

(3) The i strength dosages (^/gal/acre £r -^Y^gal/acre) 
produced mortalities comparable to that of full strength 

dosages at equivalent deposit densities, with the exception 

of Line A, of Plot 5. 1959. on which the results were erratic. 

0±) t+ strength DDT produced larval mortalities somewhat lower 

than those produced by higher concentrations, at equivalent 

deposit densities. 

(5) In general, 10 or more drops per square centimeter of a 
concentration of 6q$ DDT, i.e. ^ strength, should give an 
average of 90$ control; whereas about IS drops per square 
centimeter would be needed to effect the same control with 

a concentration of 3 l/8$, i»e. -^ strength. 

In a spray operation, it may be deEirable to predetermine the 

final mortality early enough to re-spray or make some change in formulation. 

Consequently, the data were again graphed to show the relationship between 

cumulative mortality and time after spray date. Fig. 2 indidates that 

about 75$ of the total mortality should occur within two days. There 

fore, the success or failure of a treatment could be judged within two 

days of the spray application. 

Ottawa, Ontario James J.Fettes, 

November 23, 1959- Chemical Control Section. 
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Fig. 2 

Larval Mortality Progression 

With Time 

CURVE FITTED FREEHAND TO MORTALITY 

100%, OF FINAL AT 12 DAYS (suffield RPT.*I76; 

LEGEND as in FIG. I 
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_L 
15 

Days After Spray 



AV. .069 92.8 .089 99-1 

LIUE A - LINE B . 

AV. 98.1 



.129 91.5 98.6 

LINE A_ LINE B-

.064 97.7 



PLOT 5 1958 DDT l#/Gal/ACre 



PLOT 1. 1959 DDT 3 l/8ff (5.64ff actual) 'acre 

JUNE 25 = SPRAY DATE * 13 DAYS 

Gals. Drops Larval Density Per 

per per Obser- Expect- Cent 

Sta. Ac-re cm ved ed Control 

Sals. Drops Larval Density Per 

per per Obser- Expect-r Cent 

Sta. Acre, cm .. ved ed Control 

LINE A LINE B 

AV. 

LINE A - LINE B _ 

TOTAL 



PLOT 2. 1959 DDT (10.03* actual) |#/|Gai/Acre 

Av. .27 12.0 •019 .124 85 

Corrected 90 * 

LINE "A- LINE B-

1 

2 

3 

5 

7 
8 

10 

11 

13 
14 

Av. 

.40 

.17 

.27 
<T.O2 

<.O2 

.14 

<.O2 

.23 

.19 

.30 

.18 10.0 .015 88 

Corrected 93 

* Mortality approx. 95$ complete in 6 days (see Fig. z) 

Total .23 14.3 .012 .124 90 

Dosages A + 9, u, 12, 13 obtained by matching with line B 

Dosage A +10 is mean of 9 & 11 

Dosage B - 8 is mean of B - 6 & 10 

.27 13.2 .009^ .124 93 

Corrected 98 

Density Average is computed 
from 

* 

Total Larvae 

Total Shoots 



PLOT 5. 19^9 DDT Gk% (7.81# actual) 

JUNE 2U SPRAY DATE+ 17 DAYS 

Gals. Drops Larval Density Per Gale. Drops Larval Density Per 

pe.r per 0"bser- Expect- Cent per per O"beer- Expect- Cent 

Sta. Acre cm ved ed Control Sta. Acre, cm ved ed Control 

LIEB A 

AV.10 7.5 .073 -°73 

LIKE 3 

AV.1I+ 8.5 .010 .010 .145 93 

TOTAL .031 ll+5 79 



PLOT 6. 1959 DDT 3 i/8# (4.795^ actual) ere 
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F.LE NO....1Q2--1-1Q. 

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES 

OTTAWA 

November 26, 1959• 

Mr. BL W. Beall, Chief, 

Forestry Operations Division, 

Department of Northern Affairs 

and National Resources, 

Motor Building, Sparks Street, 

Ottawa, 

Dear Mr. Beall: 

There is enclosed 3 copies of 

the summary of the November 23rd meeting of the 

Interdepartmental Committee on Forest Spraying 

Operations and also 2 copies of the notes of 

the November 10 meeting. We would appreciate 

being advised of any corrections, additions or 

deletions. 

In accordance with the decision 

reached by Departmental representatives at the 

meeting the Minister has written to the Minister 

of Lands and Mines in New Brunswick enclosing a 

copy of the Committee's recommendations and 
requesting an opportunity of discussing Recom 

mendations 1 and 2 with him* 

Yours very truly, 

W. R. Hourston, 

Secretary, 

Interdepartmental Committee 
on Forest Spraying Operations, 

Ends. 5# 
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3# The Committee alsot 

(a) Approved spraying of the Aoadia Forest Experiment Station 
in I960 oonsistent with reoo&me&dation (1}« 

(b) Reoomended that exemptions froa spraying proposed by the 
Forest Biology Division with respsot to balsam wily aphid 
studios and by tho Northeastern Wildlife station regarding 
woodoook and grouse studios be sub jeot to negotiation 
between the agenoy concerned and the Government of Hew 
Brunswick, 

t* s^J*' Mair * **• Oanadiaa Wildlife Service hopes that it will 
be possible to have part of tho Hoonan Weodeook Study Area spraywi and 
part oacempt from spraying in order to make a study of the offeot of 
spraying on upland game birds* He is to eonfer witsh Ite- B.S, Wridit 
wthis point and if at all possible, arrange to lumSP^mdm of the 
Woodoook Stu^ iroy which adjoins tho Asadiajoreat Experiment Station, 
sprayed, leaving the part furthest froa the Station/ unsprayed* 

H.W.B, 



of lands am> 

Frederic ton, &, B«f Canada 

The Government of 

the Province of %w Brunswick 

November 26, 1959* 

Br. K» Lv Prebble 

Bireojtor 

Forest Research Division 
Research Branch 

Department of Agriculture 

Ottawa. Ontario 

Hr* Buehaaan has received a 

letter from the Minister of Fisheries in which he 
states that ^Scientists of the Department of 

Agriculture (Forest Biology Division) working with 
scientists of my Department » have conclusively shown 

that one-half the concentration of DDT (£}$} is 
equally destructive to spraee budworm and Is not 

nearly so Injurious to young e&bscra and other aquatic 

organisms.8 He also enolosed a copy of your recommend 

ation of JJotember 

It seems to me that yon. must have 
some evidence unknown to us as the grounds for the 

Minister's statement« Would 7°^ pleaso supply us 
with copies of this data so that we say be In a 

position to discuss the matter with our principals 

here. 



We are moat amdoua to improve 
th© overfall reaulta «f the eperatida bat have not 
yet beea eenvineed that we aheuld risk gdtng all th« 
way in &msr&pting to the weaker intecticidea as you 
recommeiid. 

Will yea also obtain for me copies 
of pertinent data from the Fiah©H.es RoBSsarch Board 
so that oar files will bo up to date. 

X would like to have this as soon 
as possible so that a meeting to finalise plans can 
be arranged. 
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P.LE NO. 1Q2-1-10 

CANADA 

DEPARTMENT OF FISHERIES 

OTTAWA 

November 27, 1959, 

Mr. H# W. Beallt Chief, 

Forestry Operations Division, 
Department of Northern Affairs 

and National Resources, 
Motor Bldg., Sparks Street, 
Ottawa. 

Dear Mr» Beall* 

I am enclosing 3 copies of the 

revised summary of the November 23rd meeting. 

Would you please replace the original copies 

with this. 

Yours very truly, 

W# R# Hourston, 

Secretary, 
Interdepartmental Committee on 

Forest Spraying Operations. 
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Copy for Mr. H.W. Be 
OUR F1L3 NO.., 

NATIONAL PARKS BRANCH 

CANADA 

DEPARTME 

OF 

NORTHERN AFFAIRS and NATIONA* 

UR POB NO.. 

8911 H4> 

fADIAN WILDLIFE SERVICE 

Ottawa, BTovember 26* 1959 

JSr# Bruce Wright, 

Director, 

Northeastern Wildlife Station, 
tjniversity of Uew Brunswick, 
Frederic ton, Hew Brunswick* 

Bear Bruce: 

The Interdepartmental Committee on Fojpest Spraying 
Operations held its most recent meeting on November 23r&, 
1959+ At that time your request for the withdrawal of 
your research area from that to fee sprayed came up for 
dissuasion, 1?he Gommittee has authorized me to write you 
oa ite behalf, setting forth ee#fcai» pertinent points and 
decisions Qf the meeting* Fall minutes will, I "believe, 
©e forwarded to you shortly, 

The Interdepartmental Committee was set up specifically 
to come to grips with the problem of the divers, and some-
times seemingly opposed, needs of the several resource agencies 
concerned with the spray program* me legitimate interests 
of those agencies were recognised and a research program set 
up to test the efficacy <*f several chemicals* including &#D*a?.. 
in the control of spruee budwona and the toxicity of those 
sprays to fish and other agsatie faima# Tests wei?e ©fi^pfet 
cmt using the standard eoMentapat*©!* of D#B*T# tijaihto now 
in use and lower eoncenfcrat&ose in one gallon and one half 
gallon of the formulation or solvent* 

It will be seen that the te»ms of reference of the 
€offlmittee revolt© ground the problem ©f finding wajr® an& 
means of continuing the Insect pest without undae l**sa t© 
other fauna! rtKwetB* It is with that pi?oblem that dis 
cussion in general has dealt* 

••♦ 



fhe question arose at the Movember 23rcl meeting 
of the ease for exemption of certain research areas from 
the spray program* After considerable diaeusaion it became 
clear that regardless of the sympathy of the Goaanittee to 
research need a in the area* the problem of what areas, If 
any* should be removed from coverage by the spray program 

Is outside th© terms of reference of the ta&ii$*e* Accordingly 
it was concluded l>y the eewittee that th© Northeastern wild~ 
life Station, th® Department of Agriculture and the Fisheries 
©apartment* including the Fisheries B*s*a*eh Board* should 
make individual repreaentatio&s as reqjaised to tlte appropriate 
agency fea? special coasideratiiaa* tott would* I think, make 
your ease to the Hew Brunswick govesrae&t (presumably through 
the Department of kanSe aM Mines) as the body responsible 
for the spray program. 

I am writing you this because I should like to stress 
the possibilities for some extremely useful research should 
part or all of your research areas be in fact sprayed in I960* 
Upon reviewing the map depleting spruee budworm hasard l note 
that an area of extremely higb. haasa?d covers the easterly 
portion of your woodcock research area and some of the water 
fowl area immediately to the south* fhere appears to be a 
strong probability that that area may have to be sprayed. 

As you of course know, there has been considerable 
research on the effect of insecticides oa wildlife carried 
out in the United states* But ©Ten yet our knowledge of 
the matter is unfortunately sketchy 3n jgany ree^eotst Actual 
field data are sadly fe«r in uomfcer and inconclusive* You* 
research areas* whereon you have continuous data for a very 
significant aumbej? of years* eould grove to be most valuable* 
should the worst cause to the worst # in providing us in Canada 
with the first really well documented evidence on the effect 
of D«B*T* spraying on game birds* la garticular* if portions 
of your area were sprayed while others were aof# and so could 
act as checks, it should be possible to gain some very worth 
while data* our Service would be most interested in such 
research* 

X am sorry that the Interdepartmental Committee on 
Forest Spraying Operations oaaaot offer more substantial 
support of your eas© as presented to it« However you will 
appreciate*, x know* that we must remain within our terms of 

•♦# 
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EV7B/4>fc 

lovenfcer SO, 1959. 

Mr. H« Do Heaney, 

District Forest Officer, 
P.O. Box 428, 

FKEDERICTON, 51. B. 

Sir* 

Enclosed for your information and that of Mr, E. N# Doyle 
are copies of minutes of two meetings of the lafeerdepartmental 
Committee on Forest Spraying Operations held on Hovenfcer 10th and 
Bbvember SSrd, 1959. 

In accordanoe with previous prsetie©, please treat the 
information contained in these minutes &s oonfid«tttial. 

Yours faithfully, 

H. W. Beall, 

Chief. 



""* DEPARTMENT OF LANDS AND MINES 

FRE.DER1CTON. N B.. Canada 

Dr* !:• L* Prebhle 
Director 
Forest 2a««»rah Division 

/ / D@partBS®nt of Agriculture 

; Ottaua« Ontario 

'.lalcoLas 

*-' .iiank you for your letter_ 
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ADDRESS REPLY TO 

FORESTRY OPERATIONS DIVISION 

CANADA 

DEPARTMENT 

OF 

NORTHERN AFFAIRS and NATIONAL RESOURCES 

P. 0. Box 428, 

Frederioton, H» B. 

December 4, 1959* 

9138* 

FORESTRY BRANCH 

Mr. H. W. Be all, 

Chief, 

Forestry Operations Division, 

Forestry Branch, 

Dept. northern Affairs and 

National Resources, 

OTTAWA, Ontario. 

Sin 

Enclosed is a oopy of Mr. K. B. Brown's Deoember 3, 1959 

letter to Dr. Prebble of the Department of Agriculture. Since this 

letter deals with the spruce bud worm discussion, I thought that it 

would be of interest to you. 

Yours faithfully, 

G. C. Cunningham, 

for/District Forest Offioer. 

End. 
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1959, 

Mr. H. Do Heaaey, 

District Forest Officer, 

P.O. Box 428, 

FEEDSRICTON, Hew Brunswick. 

Sirs 

You have received from Sfi% Bgall, copies of the minutes 

of two meetings of the Interdepartmental Committee on Forest 
Spraying Operations, -which were held on November IQfch and 

November 23rd, 1959. Both these meetings dealt -with the proposed 

aerial spraying operation against the spruce budworm in Central 
Hew Bruaswiek next summer. 

It will be noted that the Committee, whose members include 
representatives of the various federal government agencies that are 

concerned with the effects of forest insect spraying, approved the 
inclusion of the Aoadia Forest Experiment Station in the operational 
spray program for 1960. 2!his is in accordance isith the operational 

plan Tsfoioh tois submitted by Forest Protection Limited for consideration 
at the Committee9s Meeting on November 10th. 

The Committee made three recommendations which would have the 
effect of modifying the operational plan and -ahieh are attached as 
Appendix II to the Minutes of the Uovember 23rd Meeting. While the 
Committee favoured the employment, as the operational spray for I960, 
of the formulation of 6-1/4 per cent D5EF (i.e. half the strength of 
that used from 19S3 to 1958), it recognised that the dosage applied to 
the Aeadia Station would be governed by that used in adjacent areas, 
as a result of negotiations between the Hew Brunswick Government and 
the Fisheries Department, as proposed in recommendation (2). 

• o.2 
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1?he waterfowl and woodcock study area* for iriiich exemption 

from spraying was requested by the Korth»astern Wildlife Station, are 

in part adjacent to, but do not include any portion of, the Acadia 

Forest Experiment tti 

Since the Committee's recommendations do not involve any 

change in the program proposed by Forest Proteetiott Limited, insofar 
as the inclusion of the Aoadia Station in the sprayed area is concerned, 

we assume that there has been no change in either the Company's or the 
provincial government's attitude in this regard* However, in view of 
the other changes which are now under discussion, it might be as well 
for you to obtain definite confirmation on this point from the provincial 

authorities* 

As the Cabinet has approved federal financial participation in 

the 1960 spray program on the same terms as previously, it is expected 
that Mro Doyle's liaison duties will be of a similar nature* Xn the 

course of his inspection of the spray operation, particular attention 
should, of course, be paid to the spraying of the Acadia Station as 

regards the securing of a uniform application of insecticide, and 

subsequent studies of defoliation by the budworm and residual population 

of the insect* 

Tours faithfully. 

J*D.B. Harrison, 

Director. 
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